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INTRODUCTION 

When we listen to speech we are not just decoding a single melodic line of sound, 
we are responding to a complicated harmony of several different kinds of signal all 
reaching the ear at the same time. When speech is written down in print most of the 
harmony is left out, but the reader is able to feed it back again because he 'knows the 
language'. 

Edmund Leach (1971: 146) 

Every learner of a second language has experienced the frustration of not being able to 
understand a given utterance, or a passage in a text, even after carefully translating every word in 
it. Students of literature are often similarly frustrated because their laborious efforts at 
translation produce a dull and lifeless text; they know what the author has written, but not why 
he or she has bothered to write it in the first place. The crucial factor is, of course, that the non
native speaker doesn't 'know the language', in the way that Leach uses that phrase. The non
native speaker doesn't know what sort of signals to listen for, and cannot feed the harmony back 
into the written word to bring it to life. True comprehension eludes even the most diligent 
student until he or she knows which elements of the language under study are manipulated by 
native speakers in order to create coherence and texture, to create 'harmony'. And only after 
those elements are identified can the student begin to master them. 

David B radley ed., Papers in South-East Asian linguistics No.ll: 
South-East Asian syntax, 15-79. Pacific Linguistics, A-77, 1989 
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This study is an examination of one element of the Thai language that is available for 
exploitation in text building, but that is usually overlooked by the native speaker of English trying 
to master Thai. That element is the use of the Thai equivalents of the English verbs 'come' maa 
and 'go' pay, and the discussion will show how the unit of contrasting meaning formed by pay 
and maa is available for manipulation in text building, and that that unit is part of the 'harmony' of 
the Thai language that native speakers of Thai use to give texts life and power. Of course, not all 
Thai authors exploit this feature of the language, and of those who do, not all do so to the same 
extent. But the discussion will show that the manipulation is there, and that a native speaker of 
English who wishes to understand the workings of Thai prose must be sensitive to it in order not 
to miss at least part of the expressive power of Thai. 

It is assumed here that the use of any element of a language in normal conversation is more 
basic than the use of that feature in literary work. If one is to explain how a piece of literature 
'works' one must first study the various elements under consideration as they appear in the 
spontaneous conversation of competent native speakers of that particular language. The insight 
gained by that study can then be applied to the more contrived realm of literature. Thus the first 
section of this paper is a brief discussion of the uses of pay and maa in everyday conversational 
Thai, both in terms of deixis, and in more traditional terms as well. Both approaches will be of 
use for the analysis of the text under study. The second section is a detailed consideration of a 
Thai language short story which was selected because it makes extensive use of pay and maa and 
therefore is a convenient item for study. 

Appendix I is a copy of the complete text of the story entitled 'Jaemoapha' by Chuwong 
Chayajinda, which first appeared in a collection of stories entitled Phuang Chom Phuu (1962). 
This version is from Introduction to Thai literature, edited by Robert B. Jones, et al. (1970). 

This study deals with points that can only be appreciated by examining a text as a complete 
entity, and so a translation of the entire short story has been given in Appendix II. The translation 
is intended to be as natural as possible so that the feeling of the original might be conveyed 
correctly. In places, however, the reader will see that the wording of the Thai text has influenced 
vocabulary selection and phrasing in the translation, especially in places in which comparison of a 
free translation and a word-by-word gloss would be confusing. In each such case the translation 
provided tries to be more faithful to the sense of the Thai than to the dictates of English usage. 

Appendix III is a word-by-word gloss of the relevant passages in the original, and the English 
translation of those passages. The passages cited are full sentences, clauses, or sometimes 
phrases, depending on how well the relevant portion can be isolated without distorting the 
significance of the word selection in the original. It should be noted that some words from the 
Thai original are given several different English glosses, depending on the sentence in which the 
word appears. In most cases this represents a change in meaning required by changes in the 
context, but in others it represents a felt need to avoid repetition found in the original which would 
make for an akward translation. In either case care was taken to try to avoid distortion of the sense 
of the Thai wording. 

The story has been divided into five more or less arbitrary scenes, mainly to break up the 
original text into convenient blocks for discussion. The divisions conform roughly to changes in 
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the location of the action, with the exception that scenes 2 and 3 are separated only by the passing 
of a rather long period of time. 

Items discussed in the paper are numbered in sequence according to their position in the original 
Thai text. In those cases in which pay or maa translate directly into the English verbs 'go' or 
'come', the number has been placed in brackets immediately after that verb. In other cases English 
requires a preposition, or some other lexical item, and in still other cases no single English word 
takes the place of pay or maa; in such cases the number is usually placed after the main verb of the 
English construction or, where no verb is used in the English translation, after the word which 
most clearly conveys the meaning of the entire construction in the original. This method was 
decided upon in order to emphasise the essentially verbal nature of the two Thai words. 

The phonetic transcription system used in this study is that developed by J. Marvin Brown for 
his AUA Language Center Thai Course. 

Part I preliminary discussion of pay and maa. 

The Thai verbs of motion, pay 'go' and maa 'come', are in many ways equivalent to their 
English counterparts. In ordinary literal usage, the two words in each language designate motion 
either toward or away from a reference point, and the speaker's choice of one word or the other 
depends largely on his or her location, either at the moment of speaking, or at some other moment 
referred to in that speech. Both English and Thai also make use of the two words figuratively in a 
variety of ways that are based ultimately on their use in ordinary literal speech. 

A great deal of attention has been given recently to studies of deixis, and this approach is as 
helpful in a study of Thai as it is in a study of English. However, deictic analysis does not directly 
address the use of pay and maa in text building, and so the present study will approach the subject 
from two points of view. First, analysis of pay and maa as deictic verbs will be summarised, 
because this provides a good illustration of the general constraints under which the words are used 
in individual utterances. Studies by Fillmore (e.g. 1966, 1972) and Clark (1974) set out deictic 
constraints while concentrating on English. Gandour (1978) summarises points from those 
studies and also expands on Clark's work while concentrating on Thai. Second, analysis of the 
words on more traditional lines places them in the context of the larger Thai system, essential for a 
study of their function on the text level. Noss (1964) provides this analysis. Given below is a 
very brief summary of points that are relevant to the use of pay and maa in Thai text building. 

In summarising points made by Fillmore (1966, 1972), Gandour points out the validity for Thai 
of the concept of deictic centre (although he notes a difference in the English and Thai constraints), 
and of the term 'speaker-addressee deixis' used to refer to motion relative to the speaker's location 
or deictic center. The following sentences are given as illustrations of the Thai pattern. Gandour 
notes that a sentence like ( ld) is ungrammatical in Thai because 'the destination of maa 'come' may 
only be the speaker's location at either the time of the utterance or the time referred to in it 
(Gandour 1978: 382-383). 

(1) a. pham ca pay thfinan 
*b. pham ca pay thfinii 

I will go there. 
I will go here. 
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c. pham ca maa thiinii 
*c. pham ca maa thiinan 

I will come here. 
I will come there. 

Clark (1974), refers to discussions by Fillmore on the English deictic verbs 'come' and 'go' ,  
pointing out 

that the main difference between 'come' and 'go' lies in the goal or destination of the 
motion. In what has been called speaker-addressee deixis, the destination of 'come' 
may be the speaker's or the addressee's location at either the time of the utterance or 
the time referred to in it (Fillmore 1972) ... The destination of 'go', on the other hand, 
is specified simply as somewhere other than where the speaker is at the time of the 
utterance ... 'Come' is always interpreted as having a 'positive' or known destination 
(the deictic center itself), but 'go' always has its destination negatively specified 
(Clark 1974: 316). 

It is speaker-addressee deixis that is most significant for the short story studied here, and as the 
analysis will show, the destination of 'go' is often made clear, and has great significance for the 
reader's interpretation of the story. 

Clark discusses 'come' and 'go' in idiomatic uses referring not to motion, but to change of state 
in what is known as 'normal-state deixis'.  The hypothesis is that for such idiomatic uses the 
deictic center is a normal state of being. 

Normal states always involve acceptable or expected behavior of some kind, while 
non-normal ones do not. Since motion 'come' always has as its destination the deictic 
center itself, the hypothesis would predict that idioms with 'come' should always 
indicate entry into some normal state. At the same time, because the destination of 
motion 'go' is specified as somewhere other than at the deictic center, it should also 
follow that idioms with 'go' should occur only to indicate departure from a normal 
state. (Clark 1974: 316-317). 

Several examples are offered, some of which are repeated in somewhat abbreviated form below. 

(2) He went out like a light. (= became unconscious) 
(3) He came around very slowly. (= regained consciousness) 
(4) The motor went dead. 
(5) The motor came to life again. 

Gandour notes that Thai provides support for the hypothesis, and he offers the following 
examples. 

(6) a. kJmJ8I] sia pay 
b. pham J.oom pay 
c. pham pen 10m pay 
d. khaw pen baa pay 

The machine went out of order. 
I forgot. 
I fainted. 
He went crazy. 



Gandour comments that in the examples above, 
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only pay may be used, since each sentence describes a departure from a nonnal state. 
In (a), the deictic center is something like the expected or nonnal function; in (b-d), 
something like nonnal state of consciousness. Substituting maa 'come' for pay in (6) 
would produce ungrammatical sentences (Gandour 1978: 383). 

Only a very few examples of this nonnal state deixis are found in the short story examined in the 
present study. 

Clark states further that 

there remain certain other idiomatic uses of 'come' and 'go' that also represent an 
extension from the forms involving actual movement. I have called these uses 
evaluative because the choice of 'come' consistently carries with it a positive 
connotation, while the choice of 'go' in an otherwise identical utterance carries a 
neutral, or occasionally negative, connotation (Clark 1974: 326). 

The following sentences are offered as examples. 

(7) Look at all he came through. 
(8) Look at all he went through. 

The two differ, according to Clark, in that the first would be spoken by one who approves of 
the outcome described, and the second by one who is neutral about it, and who places more 
emphasis on the ordeal rather than the outcome. Gandour offers the question pen ?aray pay 
'What's the matter?' as an example of a Thai evaluative idiom. The analysis of pay and maa as 
used in the story will show that a few evaluative uses are to be found, but that they are not in fixed 
expressions, and depend on context to give them meaning, which makes it very difficult to cite 
examples in isolation. 

Gandour goes on to consider further Clark's treatment of nonnal-state deixis, and uses 
examples from Thai to show that Clark's hypothesis must be expanded if it is to take into account 
not only changes in non-relative state but also changes in relative state. This interesting discussion 
is, however, not of relevance to the present study of text building, and so it will not be 
summarised here. 

Turning to the more traditional approach, the words pay and maa may serve as the main verb in 
a sentence, or as what Noss (1964) defines as a modal or a post position. Because these three 
syntactic categories are very well suited to a discussion of text building, they will be used as the 
primary basis for discussion in the present study, although it will be seen in the discussion of 
specific examples in the text that some of the distinctions of meaning between Noss' categories 
will have to be altered somewhat. Section A below deals with the use of the words as the main 
element of the predicate. Section B is a summary of Noss' discussion of the use of the words in 
what he defines as modal position, and Section C is a summary of his discussion of use the words 
in what he defines as postposition. Each of these sections is partly a restatement and partly an 
expansion of points made in studies of deixis; the intention is to tailor those points to studies on the 
text level. 
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A. Main verb 

Thai uses pay and maa as sentence predicates in which the meaning is similar to that of the 
English verbs 'go' and 'come'. 

1. dWJ Ply taJaat 
PN go market 
Daeng went to the market. 

2. 16k maa baa phOm 
PN come find I 
Lek came to see me. 

3. dWJ maa thii talaat tillik w.m 

PN come at market every day 
Daeng comes to the market everyday. 

4. 16k maa baa phOm thii Man 
PN come find I at home 
Lek came to see me at home. 

In sentences 1 through 4 pay and maa describe motion. Generally speaking, number 1 can be 
used by a speaker who, at the moment of speaking, is at the location from which the person named 
Daeng began the trip to the market, and number 2 can be used by a speaker who, at the moment of 
speaking, is at the location where Lek found him, wherever that might be. In forming these 
sentences, the speaker selects either pay or maa depending on his location at the moment that he 
describes the motion. If, at the time of speaking, the speaker is at the starting point of motion 
toward another location, he will generally use pay in speaking about that motion. If he is at the 
end point of motion from another place, he will generally describe that motion with maa. 

Of course, other considerations are often involved, as well. As the previous paragraph 
suggests, sentence 1 would probably not be used by a speaker at the market at the moment of 
speaking; since pay would indicate a directional orientation directly opposite to the one suggested 
by the speaker's location, maa would be the more likely choice. However, if the speaker were at a 
location removed from both the starting point and the destination of Daeng's trip to the market, pay 

. would be the likely choice, since pay is the less marked, more general term. 

On the other hand, sentence 4, which would be used by a speaker if he were at home at the 
moment of speaking, could also be used if he were not at home. In addition sentence 3, which 
could be used by anyone at the market at the moment of speaking, it could also be used by anyone 
who habitually spends great amounts of time at the market, such as a vendor, even if that person 
were not at the market at the moment of speaking. It seems that there is a component of 
association at work here; a person who 'belongs' someplace can speak of motion toward that place 
as if he or she were there, can in effect adopt that place as a deictic center, even when the opposite 
is the case. An additional restriction, however, would discourage this orientation based on 
association if it were directly to contradict orientation based on actual location at the time of 
speaking. Thus the speaker of sentence 3 would be less likely to select maa as the predicate of the 
sentence if he or she were speaking at Daeng's home, even if that speaker were a market vendor 
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and therefore associated with the market. Likewise, the speaker of sentence 4 would be less likely 
to use maa if that sentence were to be spoken at Lek's home, since it would disturb a basic polarity 

established by the fact that their homes are not in the same place. 

B .  Modal 

Thai also uses pay and maa before the predicate of the sentence; Noss defines this as a modal, 
a relatively small class of bound lexeme with the class meaning defined as 'mode of action, or 
specific applicability of situation described' (p. 1 33) . The words pay and maa are placed in the 
khiiHn subclass, with the class meaning defined as 'attitude of the speaker toward the effect, 
timing, or setting of the action'. Noss lists 12 principal members, and it is instructive to compare 
them; the 12 are given below as Noss defines them, although for the sake of brevity examples have 
been omitted for all those except pay and maa. 

1. khiiHn 
'to do something one knows is wrong' 

2 .  fiitm 
'to force oneself to do something distasteful' 

3. mua 
'to keep on, to act stubbornly or tardily ' 

4. pMIJ or phHg 
'to act prematurely ' (after yaa) ' 
'to have acted recently ' (otherwise) 

5. klff:rj or kleg 
'to pretend, to act so as to deceive' 

6. IOIJ 
'to act wrongfully without realising it' 

7. klap 
'to act contrary to expectations or to reverse previous behaviour' 

8. ?ffp 
'to act surreptitiously or from concealment' 

9. phJoay 
'to act as a follower, to tag along' 

1 0. phaakan and ch()aykan 
'to act as a group ' 

1 1 . maa 
'to act toward the speaker, or so as to affect the speaker and his group ' 

-yaa maa khlan bon kradaan dam 
Don't write on this (or our) blackboard. 
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12. pay 

-maa thoot pham thamay 
Why come and blame me for it? 

'to act away from the speaker, or so as to affect the speaker and his group' 

-yaa pay khIan bon kradaan dam 
Don't write on that (or their) blackboard. 

-dlaw ca pay tham thuay kfew t€:c.k 
Watch out you don't go breaking any glasses. 

c. Postposition 

The words pay and maa also appear following the predicate of a sentence, in what Noss refers 
to as a 'postposition'. For the majority of postposition uses, Noss gives as a general definition 
'restriction as to time, space, quantity, or degree of a free lex erne concept' (p.183). Verb 
modifiers are grouped in the way subclass of postpositions, of which pay and maa are members. 
Of the way subclass Noss states that "the class meaning is 'orientation of action with respect to 
space and time relationships', and the forms together constitute a kind of aspectual system for the 
verb". There are ten members of the subclass and, as with the modals, it is most helpful to be 
aware of the meanings of all those with which pay and maa are grouped. All ten members are 
listed below, but for the sake of brevity examples are again given only for pay and maa. 

1. kh§w 
'into an enclosed space, or closer to the centre of interest' 

2. 'look 
'out of an enclosed space or farther from the centre of interest' 

3. khiin 
'upward, newly arrived on the scene' 

4. 101) 
'downward, departing from the scene' 

5. way or waay and ?awway and tf1) way 
'removed from the scene but with future relevance, put aside temporarily for future 
reference, action defered' 

6. sla or sa 

7. yUU 

'removed from the scene permanently, with no future relevance' 

'remaining on the scene, unchanged, action continuing, temporary, without 
necessary future significance' 

8. saorsla 
'situation changed, action viewed as a unit, not continuing into the future?' 
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10. maa 
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'away from the speaker, toward the future or an indefinite or irrelevant goal' ,  
before prepositional phrase: 'toward a defmite but distant goal, toward the future' 

-laa wig khaw pay nay paa 
The donkey ran off into the forest (to get away). 

-khaw yam naa pay baaIJ 
(One of the things) they (do is) trample the fields. 

-raw tau khooy pay ?iik naan may 
Do we have to keep on waiting long? 

-tau tEe wan min pay . . .  
From that day (in the future) onward ... 

-mHa waan nfi loom sHu pay 
Iforgot to buy it yesterday. 

'toward the speaker, up to the present or toward a defmite, relevant nearby goal' 

-tag tee wan nan maa . . .  
From that day (in the past) onward ... 

-raw khooy maa naan 1iEw 
We have been waiting for a long time already (the waiting may or may not be over). 

-pay nay maa 
Where have you been? 

-urjn thfi khaw daay maa . . .  
The money which he had gotten ... 

-laa wfU khaw maa nay paa 
The donkey ran into the forest (toward us). 

-mHa waan nfi loom sHu maa 
I forgot to buy it yesterday. 

Noss identifies an additional subclass of postpositions which he calls the mik class, and defines 
as adjective modifiers that have as their class meaning 'to a certain extent'. The word maa does not 
occur in this subclass but pay does, with the meaning 'too, excessively'. This usage is very 
common in both spoken and written Thai in expressions such as maak pay, meaning 'too much'. 
Such expressions, however, have little or no function in building text coherence and so they will 
not be discussed in this study. To avoid confusion, the examples of this type (27, 88 and 89) will 
be noted in the list of glosses, but they will not be discussed in the analysis. 

In addition, pay and maa can occur after the verb tao, meaning 'to continue' with the resulting 
meaning 'next' or 'following that, in sequence', or the like, depending on the context; number 59 
in the text is one such example. However, when tao follows another verb, while pay may be used, 
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maa may not. Several instances of the use of the expression too pay are found in the story in which 
that compound modifies a verb; usually the expression modifies a verb of speaking and either 
introduces or concludes a section of quoted dialogue (numbers 15, 24, 51, 60, 73, 74, 95 and 
120). Since this compound is fixed when used in verb modification whatever the verb involved 
might be, these instances play no part in text building and will not be discussed in this study. In 
order to avoid confusion these sentences will be numbered and listed in the glosses and the reader 
will be referred back to this explanatory paragraph. 

Part II Analysis 

Each scene in the story will be presented in sections. First, brief general comments will be 
given, and then the dialogue will be discussed for each character individually. Last, the narrator's 
comments will be examined. 

Scene 1 

In the first scene of the story the reader is introduced to three of the four characters and is given 
background information. Character development does not receive much attention at any point in 
the story and only those facts which are essential for plot development are revealed. The reader 
learns that Chaweng, a successful police detective and the son of a noted psychiatrist, has been 
called to his father's clinic, where he meets a man named Khamron who has come for help for his 
allegedly deranged wife. The psychiatrist deliberately deceives Khamron about his son's 
occupation, and says that Chaweng will go to help the sick woman. After the guest leaves, Luang 
Khajat, the psychiatrist, explains the details of the situation to his son, and says that he is 
suspicious of Khamron's story. He then asks for his son's help, which is readily granted. 

The majority of uses of pay and maa fit into the speaker-addressee category of deictic analysis. 
The three characters who speak in this scene describe motion toward the setting of their 
conversation, Luang Khajat's clinic, as 'toward the speaker'. They also describe motion away 
from the clinic to another location as 'away from the speaker'. Khamron's home also quickly 
becomes an important location since the heroine of the story is to be found there. Thus the three 
characters adopt what might be called a polarity of sorts, with the clinic as an immediate physical 
focus point, and with Khamron's home as a remote physical focus point. The narrator also adopts 
this polarity, and also draws the reader into the story by manipulating pay and maa in such a way 
as to create similar polar relationships, not between locations, but between individual characters in 
the story. 

A. Luang Khajat 

Throughout the first scene, Luang Khajat, who has the largest spoken part in the scene, uses 
the clinic and his conversation partner as his immediate physical focus, and Khamron's home as a 
remote focus. In his first words to Chaweng (3), the father uses the imperative maa 'come' to 
invite his son into a new physical setting, that is, the office in the clinic, and into a new social 
relationship, that is, with Khamron. The usage here happens to parallel that of English. In 
numbers 19 and 23 the clinic is also used as the focus of motion 'toward the speaker', in the 
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former as a main verb describing an actual trip to the clinic, and in the latter as a postposition 
describing a contrary-to-fact situation. It happens that in both cases the starting point of the motion 

described is the same, that is, Khamron's home. In each of these three sentences the motion 
toward Luang Khajat is different in significant ways. Chaw eng comes from a point only slightly 

distant from, and within eyesight of, the speaker, but the direction is still ' toward the speaker' .  

Khamron has come from his home, some distance away, out of sight, and possibly in a completely 
different direction from the point at which Chaweng began the trip which eventually brought him 

into the clinic, and then from the door into the room. In the third sentence no trip was actually 

made nor was it ever intended that the trip should be made. In each of these circumstances the 
direction ' toward the speaker' is the appropriate one; Luang Khajat uses himself as his immediate 
focus and orients action to or from his location. 

Numbers 9 and 16 are both remarks of Luang Khajat addressed to Khamron, referring to the 

proposed visit by Chaweng to Khamron's home. In each case the direction is ' away from the 
speaker' referring to a destination that is at some remove from the speaker. The fact that the 

addressee has come from that location, makes it his home, and intends to return there immediately, 
adds a focus and a precision to the otherwise non-specific physical orientation provided by pay, 
and helps to establish Khamron's home as one end of a polarity. 

In numbers 30, 31 and 33 Luang Khajat speaks to his son, directing him to leave the location 
where their conversation is taking place and to go to another, with the specific purpose stated in 
each sentence, but without repetition of the specific destination. The directional component of each 

verb phrase is pay, ' away from the speaker' , which reflects the separateness of the two locations. 
There is no argument between the two characters about whether the detective will actually go, but 
there is discussion about the exact purpose of the trip; thus the presence of pay here is mainly to 
reflect the orientation of the speakers with regard to the actions stated by the other verbs. 

Number 33 uses two postpositions. After telling Khamron's story to Chaweng, Luang Khajat 
declares himself to be suspicious, and for this reason interested in having his son learn whatever 

he can. This is expressed through combining khiiw, which Noss defines in postposition use as 
'closer to the center of interest',  and pay. The two modifiers used together, coming as they do at 
the very end of both the conversation and the scene, signal the shift of interest to Khamron's 

home, but the physical location of the conversation remains unchanged and so, for the moment, 
does the physical orientation of the characters, despite the developing emphasis on another 
location. 

Number 20 uses pay as a modal and shows attitudinal rather than physical orientation. Noss' 
definition of the modal as meaning ' to act away from the speaker, or so as to affect interests other 
than the speaker and his group' ,  does not fit without some further interpretation. Luang Khajat 
states that Khamron liked Jaemnapha enough to ask for her hand; the verb chOop 'like' is preceded 
by the modal pay and it clearly does give the attitude of the speaker, at least to the extent that he 

feels the act to have been notably significant. The modal pay suggests significance for someone 

other than the speaker, and the speaker here is emphasising the significance of the act for the one 
who performed it, despite that person's ignorance of that significance when he acted. This usage 

can carry a negative connotation which implies that the significance is an unfortunate one for those 
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concerned, which is a reasonable interpretation in this case. This use of pay parallels the use of 

'go' in Clark's discussion of English evaluative deixis, in which 

the choice of 'come' consistently carries with it a positive connotation, while the choice 
of ' go '  in an otherwise identical utterance carries a neutral or occasionally negative 
connotation (Clark 1974: 326). 

Numbers 25 and 26 also show the attitude of the speaker rather than the direction of the activity 

in a purely physical sense. First, Luang Khajat describes in general terms various attempts by 
Jaemnapha to end her own life by j umping from the house to the ground below; as the glosses 

show, the verb used is loV 'descend' ,  but neither pay nor maa is added. The conversation takes 

place at some distance from Jaemnapha's home and so the po sible fall is not oriented with respect 
to the speaker. Luang Khaj at then describes efforts to prevent the attempted suicides; two verbs, 

cap and YHt, both of which mean ' grasp' , are combined with the repeated modal pay, but distance 
again suggests that the orientation here is not physical. It is not specific attempts to restrain the 

woman that are being described, nor is it the direction from which the would-be rescuer 
approaches her that is reflected in the use of the modal. What is conveyed here is the attitude of the 
speaker toward the situation that he describes, a situation in which he had no part and which does 

not directly concern either him or his associates; the speaker feels the actions to be significant 

although in j ust what way is not made clear. 

It may be that the speaker is impressed by the futility of the attempts at rescue, in light of the 
certainty of further attempts at suicide, and that this is reflected in the use of the modal. Or it may 

be that the modal carries a slightly negative connotation, indicating that the rescues are a significant 

frustration for the woman. Or it may be that the modal is used here to show that the speaker is 
impressed by the peculiarity of the situation and the seeming contradiction involved in Khamron's 

reports which imply that the woman is both suicidal and afraid for her life. At any rate, the modal 
signals the reader that the speaker is relating information that he feels to be significant, although 

not for his personal circle; it is only later in the scene, when the speaker declares his as yet 

undefmed suspicions, that his attitude with regard to the situation becomes more evident. 

It is interesting to note that several sentences before numbers 25 and 26, Luang Khajat says, . . .  
may hay khaw khaw klay (glossed as:  P have he enter near), translated as ' . . .  (she) wouldn't let 
him near her' . The situation described in this sentence is similar to that in numbers 25 and 26 in 
that the speaker is describing a situation at some remove from the place in which he is speaking, 
and in that the motion described has no relationship with the clinic or those in it, and does not 
involve any motion from the clinic toward the home. The verb is khaw and it is used as a main 
verb, but the connotation it carries as a postposition, ' toward the centre of interest ' ,  cannot be 
ignored. This use of khaw without pay or maa orients the action between the husband and wife, 
but not with respect to Luang Khajat or Chaweng. This reinforces the significance of the 
directional modification in numbers 25 and 26. 

The use of pay in number 32 conforms to Clark's hypothesis regarding idiomatic uses of 
'come' and 'go' in normal state deixis. The hypothesis predicts, in part, that since normal 
functioning is the deictic centre for such idiomatic uses, motion specified as away from the deictic 
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centre would indicate departure from the normal state. This is clearly the case with number 32, in 
which Jaemnapha is said to have 'lost her senses'. 

B .  Chaweng 

Chaweng also uses the clinic as  the immediate focus of his speech, although in this scene there 
are fewer examples of the use of directional modifiers in his speech than in that of his father. In 
asking why he has been called to the clinic (7) Chaweng uses the modifier maa. No mention is 

made of his location at the time of the summons, nor is such mention necessary; since Chaweng is 
now in the clinic he adopts it as his immediate focus. In number 2 1  Chaweng speaks not of his 
own trip to the clinic but of Khamron's trip there to find Luang Khajat. Despite the fact that 
Kharnron's trip to the clinic began at a place other than Chaweng's trip, that Chaweng was not the 
person Khamron sought, and that Chaweng was not there when Khamron arrived, Chaweng still 
adopts the clinic as his immediate focus point since he is there at the time that he speaks. The same 
is true for number 22, with the added fact that the motion described never actually took place; since 

he is at the point at which the trip would have ended, he uses the directional modification 'toward 
the speaker ' . 

The use of pay in number 28 is consistent with the situation as well; Chaweng will have to leave 
the place of speaking in order to reach his destination, Kharnron's home. The use of pay in the 

idiomatic expression pen pay daay (glossed as: be go get), meaning 'to be possible' (29) is fixed; 
there is no corresponding expression with maa, and so while the idiom is of interest in an analysis 

of deixis, it does not have any bearing on a discussion of text building. 

C. Khamron 

Khamron uses directional modification in only one sentence in this scene. In number 1 1 , 
unaware that he has been duped, Kharnron asks Chaweng why he had not come to work. The use 
of maa here is expected since Kharnron is at the location where he would expect the 'work' to take 

place. Just as Chaweng does not need to know the starting point of Khamron's trip to the clinic, 
so Khamron does not need to know the starting point of Chaweng's trip there in order to select the 
correct orientation. If Kharnron had not been deceived and had been told Chaweng's true 
occupation he would have known that his place of work was not in fact the clinic; in that case he 
would have chosen pay instead of maa to acknowledge both that Chaweng had not gone to work 
and that they were not at that place of work at the moment that the question was being asked. 

D. Narrator 

The omniscient narrator does not appear as a character in the story, but is used by the author as 
a tool with which to add considerably to the information given in the dialogue, and much of this 
additional material is conveyed by manipulation of the directional orientation. While the characters 
are limited by their physical positions and must select directional modification accordingly if their 
speech is to remain consistent, the narrator is as though an incorporeal presence, able to change 
position and orientation at will, and this manipulation is used to create perspective for the reader. 
The uses of pay and maa in the characters' speech were examined for each character separately in 
order to show what for each is a firm pattern that does not alter much throughout each scene; the 
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narrator's uses of the two words will be considered in sequence in order to show the effects of 
manipulation. 

As the story opens Chaweng is walking into the clinic from some point outside; the choice of 
the postposition in number 1 places the narrator outside of the clinic as well, as if watching the 
action described from some point behind the character performing the action. If maa had been 
used instead of pay the narrator would have been describing the activity as though watching from a 
point inside the clinic as Chaweng enters. Since the narrator's point of view is the only one open 
to the reader, at least in the physical description of the action of the story, the reader must also 
view the story from that set of orientations adopted by the narrator. The reader forms a mental 
picture of the action being described, and must view Chaweng's entrance as the narrator does, as if 
from behind. Number 2 continues this orientation; Chaweng has just entered and has not as yet 
been placed in any set of relationships with those inside, and so the perspective remains the same. 

It is at this moment that Luang Khajat invites his son to enter the room and join the conversation 
within; after extending the invitation he turns to the guest, a stranger to Chaweng, to speak to him. 
The narrator describes this turn (4) with pay 'away from the speaker'; at this point it is not yet clear 
whether the directional component of this verb phrase is intended to be significant for the reader, 
but it becomes clearer in a short time. 

In number 5 the narrator continues the orientation of the first two examples. Chaweng is still in 
the act of entering the scene and the conversation inside the room; the narrator continues to present 
the action as though watching from behind Chaweng, allowing the reader to encounter new aspects 
of the situation as Chaweng does. Example number 6 is part of a construction beginning with the 
expression phroomkap, commonly used to link descriptions of simultaneous actions. The 
postposition gives the construction a meaning best rendered by Noss' definition 'having no 
definite goal', which is not to say that the action is aimless. We now know that Chaweng is a 
detective, and may assume that he is by training given to noticing and analysing details of his 
surroundings. With no information to work on, however, Chaweng can make an attempt to 
analyse the situation, but his efforts cannot yet have a specific focus. The sentence describes two 
activities that are unrelated by nature, but which are related by the fact that one person performs 
both, and does so at one time. 

Number 8, which occurs after Chaweng has entered both the room and the conversation, 
describes Luang Khajat's motion as he turns to address Kharnron for a second time; the narrator 
again describes this action as being one of turning 'away from the speaker'. Now that Chaweng 
has become part of the scene at the invitation of his father, the fact that the narrator sees the father 
turning away is more significant. Number 10 elaborates this significance further; previously only 
pay was used and in each case the word might not have been very significant, since it is the less 
marked of the two directional words being considered here. However, in number 10 the narrator 
uses the opposite modification, maa, and the contrast, which is continuously elaborated throughout 
the rest of the story, makes the choices clearly significant. 

While in numbers 4 and 8 Luang Khajat had turned to Khamron 'away from the speaker', in 
number 10 Khamron turns to Chaweng with the modification 'toward the speaker'. In this 
sentence the narrator assumes the same position as Chaweng, and since the only orientation 
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available to the reader is that of the narrator, the reader is placed with Chaweng as well. It is not 
yet clear whether the author intends Chaweng to be a sympathetic character with whom the reader 
may identify, but it begins to appear at this point that the reader is intended at least to see things 
from, as it were, over Chaweng's shoulder. 

As the scene progresses Chaweng is startled by his father's strange behaviour, and does not 
know how to reply to a question put to him by Khamron. In number 12, the narrator describes 
this dilemma. The use of the postposition pay in this sentence is an example of Clark's normal 
state deixis, and is best rendered in Noss' terms by the definition 'toward an indefinite or irrelevant 
goal'. The character has changed activity or state of mind abruptly and without a specific purpose; 
in this case, one minute he is analysing the situation, and in the next minute he is nonplussed. The 
postposition yuu 'unchanged; action continuing' might have been chosen to emphasise his 
perplexity, but the choice of pay emphasises the change of state. 

Numbers 13 and 14, together in one sentence, are part of an indirect quote relating what is 
going through Chaweng's mind as he sits perplexed, and they are an example of the 'kind of 
aspectual system for the verb' mentioned by Noss (p.185). The use of the postposition pay shows 
that the investigation itself is no longer an influence on Chaweng and on the manner in which he 
fills his time, as it had been before resolution of the case; the idea is that it no longer requires his 
attention, rather as if it were 'over and done with'. On the other hand, the fact that Chaweng 
completed the investigation and was rewarded with a two-week leave only a few days previously 
is of great relevance to the present since that explains Chaweng's free time, and this is indicated by 
the use of the postposition maa. The use of pay in number 13 shows the relationship between past 
events and the present situation, and the use of maa in number 14 expands on the idea by showing 
the relationship between the timing of the past events and the present situation. The indirect quote 
makes the full significance of Chaweng's dilemma clear and it is the use of the two postpositions 
that establishes the complex relationships between Chaweng and events in his recent past. 

In number 17 the narrator once again describes an action of turning performed by Kharmon; 
this time he turns to Chaweng 'toward the speaker'. In numbers 4 and 8 Luang Khajat turned to 
Khamron 'away from the speaker', and then in number 12, and now again in number 17 as well, 
Kharmon turns to Chaweng 'toward the speaker'. At this point it is clear to the reader that father 
and son have deceived their guest, although the reason is still not known. Through the 
manipulation of the directional modifiers in these four examples, the reader is made to feel that he 
should see events from Chaweng's position and that, for some reason, Khamron stands at the 
oposite end of an ill-defined polarity. The reader is invited to identify with Chaweng, and is also 
given to feel that Khamron is not as attractive, and this is despite the fact that the attractive 
character feels sympathy for the less attractive one. 

In number 18 the narrator uses directional modification to indicate that Kharmon has left the 
scene, but that the center of interest remains with the father and son. The scene had opened with 
Chaweng entering the clinic 'away from the speaker' which had the effect of drawing the reader 
into the clinic, and the unfolding story there, as if following the detective in. Now Khamron has 
left the scene, also 'away from the speaker' ;  the reader has entered the clinic and remains there, 
even as Khamron, who had been there when the narrator began the story, leaves. It is important to 
note that in the second part of number 18 Chaweng turns to his father but the narrator uses the 
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postposition khiiw 'toward the centre of interest ' without either pay or maa. This suggest s  that a 
polarity has been established with Luang Khajat and Chaweng at one end and with Khamron at the 
other. It is not necessary for directionality to be expressed in terms of toward or away from the 
speaker in t his instance since the two characters are already on the same end of the polarity; indeed 
if directional modification were used in this sentence it would upset the carefully created pattern of 
orientation. 

In summary, the characters in the scene speak as would be expected in normal Thai 
conversation, with t he use of pay and maa normal in each case. The omniscient narrator, 
however, is free to manipulate directional orientation to create desired perspectives in the reader's 
mind, and to make different characters more appealing than others. The balance of this study will 
pursue these observations, made with reference to scene 1 ,  to see how the author elaborates the 
basic framework that has been established, at least partly through use of the words pay and maa. 

Scene 2 

In the second scene Chaweng goes to the house and meets Jaemnapha; he is stunned to find 
that ,  unlike his mental image of her, she is a beautiful young woman. His admiration for the long
suffering Khamron is a bit shaken by events he witnesses and by facts that he learns. Nonetheless 
he still believes Khamron to be innocent . 

In t his scene, which has fewer examples of the use of pay and maa, t he characters use 
Khamron's home as the focal point , the deictic center, around which they orient their motion. 
They also use their locations within the home as more immediate focus points, around which 
motion within t he home is oriented. Jaemnapha is introduced in this scene, but does not use the 
words at all. Chaweng uses the words in two sentences, one of which is an example of evaluative 
deixis. Kharnron uses the words six times, one of which is an example of normal state deixis. 
The narrator's comment s continue to manipulate the reader's perspective regarding both the events 
and characters. 

A. Chaweng 

Number 43 uses pay in what Noss calls modal position and it expresses the speaker's attitude 
. toward t he action referred to in the verb that follows; as with number 20 this is an example of 

Clark's evaluative deixis. Chaweng realises the uselessness of being offended at the ravings of a 
mad woman and uses the modal, which Noss interprets as 'to act away from the speaker' ,  to 
emphasise t hat realisation. In this case, however, t he interpret ation Noss gives for the 
postposition is more apt ; the act of being offended by madness in another would be useless, as 
though one were to act 'toward an irrelevant goal' .  In either case the expression carries something 
of a negative connotation appropriate to the sit uation described in Chaweng's thought s. 

In number 44 Chaweng uses directional modification to soften his request and make his speech 
polite. Both speaker and addressee are in the location spoken of in this sentence, and so any use 
of directional modification with verbs referring to a trip to that location would normally be 'toward 
the speaker' .  What is not able is that maa, here used as the main element of the predicate, is 
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preceded by ca, defined by Noss as a particle marking the following verb as hypothetical. In a 
polite gesture, Chaweng is speaking as though the addressee could refuse permission for what is 
actually an accomplished fact. 

B.  Khamron 

Throughout the scene Khamron adopts expected orientations. Having greeted his guest, 
Khamron sends word to his wife, asking her to join them (38). Since Jaemnapha is in the house, 
presumably in her room, she must leave that room, 'look 'to exit ' ,  and move toward the speaker's 
location; Khamron, as the speaker, adopts his own location as the deictic centre, as the focus of 
motion toward him, and so uses maa as the directional component. The same is true in number 45 
in which Khamron tells Jaemnapha that he will take her to get some rest; he uses the location that 
the two occupy at the moment of speaking as the immediate focus, as the starting point of motion 
away from that spot, and thus uses 'away from the speaker', as the modification. 

In number 52 Khamron uses pay to describe the fall which he professes to fear; since that fall 
would be down and away from the location in which the conversation is taking place, pay is the 
appropriate choice. The opposite modification, maa, would be appropriate if the conversation were 
taking place downstairs anywhere within the vicinity of the house. The same is the case in number 
54, in which Khamron speaks of another motion beginning in the house, presumably an elevated 
one which is the norm in central Thailand, and ending on the lower, ground, level presumably 
reserved for the servants rather than their employers. It should be noted that both utterances could 
have used maa ' toward the speaker' only if the conversation had taken place near the house. If 
Khamron had said the same things to Chaweng when they were both in the clinic, the use of pay 
would have been expected; if the speaker is far removed from a motion that he wishes to describe it 
is likely that he will choose pay as the modifier, selecting the starting place of the action as the 
focus for modification. Thus it is important to note the uses of maa as the directional modifier, 
especially when it is used in contrast with other, similar expressions with pay. 

Number 53  is used to describe a change of state for the worse, in Noss' terms toward an 
'irrelevant goal ' ,  or no goal at ali, and in deictic terms, away from the normal state. Number 55 is 
the last instance in the scene of directional modification employed by Khamron and in it he uses his 
home as the deictic centre. The use of maa is expected here since Chaweng has arrived at the home 
from another location. In the first scene Chaweng spoke of Khamron's trip to the clinic as being 
'toward the speaker' and now that the two are in Kharnron's home the directional modification 
reverses, as expected. 

C. Narrator 

As with the fITst scene, the narrator relates the events which begin the action of the second scene 
with the directional modification 'away from the speaker' .  In numbers 34 and 35 Chaweng 
approaches the building, and then his host, and in each case the motion is modified with pay; both 
narrator and reader view the action from Chaweng's perspective. After host and guest meet, the 
narrator establishes their location as a centre of activity and focuses motion around that location, 
which parallels Khamron's own focus, used in his directions to the servant. 
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In numbers 36, 37, 39 and 40 the location of the conversation becomes the immediate focus of 
the motion, and Jaemnapha's room becomes the remote focus. No translation of numbers 36 and 
37 into normal English can show this orientation clearly. The original Thai wording is  something 
like, 'He sent a servant away to call his wife torward (him) . . .  ' but while this alternate translation 
shows the directional orientation clearly, the forced and unusual English phrasing makes the 
narrator seem far more obstrusive than is the case in the Thai original. In number 40 the narrator 
describes Chaweng's observations about Kharnron's attidude toward his wife; the directional 
modification in this sentence shows that Chaweng and Kharnron are to be thought of as sharing the 
same position. The two men share the immediate focus and Jaemnapha is the remote focus point. 

Within this physical orientation of motion to and from the room, the narrator retains the 
personal orientation of the reader toward the characters that was established in the first scene. In 
number 41 Kharnron turns to Chaweng and the narrator again describes this action with maa 
'toward the speaker' .  The reason for this recurrent pattern has not yet been explained, but it 
continues to require the reader to see things from Chaweng's perspective, and to see Kharnron at 
the opposite end of some sort of polarity. To this relationship, this polarity, is added another. 
Chaweng sees hate and fear in Jaemnapha's eyes (42) and these emotions are described by the 
narrator as shining out of her eyes 'toward the speaker'.  The combination of Chaweng as the 
subject of the sentence, that is, the one who 'sees' the emotions and the directional modifier maa 
again forces the reader to view the scene with Chaweng's eyes. In addition, the phrasing places 
Jaemnapha in some sort of polar relationship with Chaweng, although it soon develops that this 
does not necessarily mean that she and Kharnron share the same position with regard to Chaweng. 
As pay and maa can be used to establish and maintain simultaneous polar relationships between 
one immediate physical focus and more than one remote physical focus, so too can the two words 
be used to establish and maintain simultaneous polar relationships between a single individual and 
two or more others who are not necessarily related or connected to each other. 

The physical focus within the scene is not rigidly fixed and can be altered to suit the changing 
situation without loss of coherence. In number 45 Kharnron says that he will take his wife to get 
some rest, and he describes that motion as 'away from the speaker' meaning toward a place other 
than that occupied by the three people at the time that the sentence is spoken. The narrator then 
also describes Kharnron's motion toward the chair (46) as 'away from the speaker' .  Since 

. Khamron has just finished speaking, it is normal that the narrator choses Kharnron's position as 
the point from which to focus his motions; this orientation of motion within the larger area of 
interest, that is, within the conversational grouping of the three characters, does not alter the larger 
patterns. 

Numbers 47, 48 and 49 describe Jaemnapha as she flees the room and Kharnron as he follows 
her to the door; all three actions involved are described as 'away from the speaker' .  Kharnron's 
return from the doorway, where he had stopped, is given three postposition modifiers (50); he 
daan klap khiiw maa (glossed as: walk return enter come), which means that as he walks (daan) he 
is returning to the previous location (klap), toward the centre of interest (khiiw), and toward the 
speaker (maa). These modifications tell the reader, without explaining why it is so, that the most 
important position is the one occupied by Chaweng, and shared by narrator and reader as well. It 
is also clear that Kharnron does not share this position, although this, too, has yet to be explained. 
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In number 56, the fmal instance of directional modification i n  this section, the postposition pay 
is used to describe an abrupt change from one state or condition to a radically different one. This 
is another example of normal state deixis, and does not play a role in text building. 

Scene 3 

Scene 3 opens with a brief summary by the narrator of two days that Chaweng has spent in the 
home. Khamron and Chaweng agree to leave the home, the former ostensibly to attend to 
business and the latter to visit his father and tend to other matters as well. While with his father 
Chaweng explains his plan to enter the home unobserved. The three male characters have spoken 
parts in this scene. Again, most of the uses of pay and maa involve literal descriptions of motion. 

A. Khamron 

In his question to Chaweng (64), Khamron uses pay as the main verb; the situation requires 
pay in the question since the speaker is referring to future movement away from the place where 
the conversation is taking place, and thus away from both speaker and the addressee who shares 
his location. In number 65 Khamron uses maa as a postposition in describing an activity he 
intends to undertake. Khamron does not know where Chaweng plans to go, and they are not, at 
the time that the question is asked, at a spot that Khamron might suppose to be the likely meeting 
place, which would make the use of the modification ' toward the speaker' likely. Khamron's use 
of maa here is preemptive. He uses a postposition which is not, at the moment of use, correct with 
regard to actual physical orientation, but which will be appropriate later in the day when the 
proposed action is to take place. By speaking as though the proposal had already been agreed to, 
Khamron makes it more difficult for Chaweng to refuse. 

B. Luang Khajat 

Use of maa in number 67 can be interpreted as either physical or temporal orientation. Number 
67 is Luang Khajat's greeting to his son, and the postposition modification ' toward the speaker' is 
appropriate since Chaweng is approaching the clinic and his father from a different location; what 
that location is has no bearing on selection of the modifier, although Luang Khajat does know 
where Chaweng has been and what he has been attempting to do. An alternate translation that 
would emphasise this physical orientation might be something like, 'Did you get anything from 
that, unspecified, place, of interest to us in this place, specified by the presence of the speaker? ' 
Again, this alternative shows the sense of the Thai, but at the cost of creating an unnatural sentence 
in English. 

It is also appropriate to interpret the postposition as temporal orientation, since Luang Khajat 
and Chaweng have not communicated during the time that Chaweng was at Khamron's home. A 
translation that would emphasise temporal orientation might be something like, 'Did you learn 
anything during the time of your absence that is relevant to the present moment? ' It can also be 
argued that both interpretations are equally acceptable, and that it is inappropriate to try to limit the 
sentence to one or the other. 

In number 72 pay is used in an example of normal state deixis. This is a repetition of the phrase 
used by Luang Khajat in the first scene, in number 32. 
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C. Chaweng 

In numbers 68 and 69 pay is placed before other verbs, and is used as what Noss refers to as a 
modal. Although the word can be interpreted here as referring to actual motion away from the 
speaker's present location at the clinic and toward the house, it is more likely that the modal here is 
used to indicate the speaker's evaluation of the situation, in another example of evaluative deixis. 
The meaning, 'so as to effect interests other than the speaker and his group' is more important, 
since Chaweng is showing his changing opinion of Khamron, whom he had previously admired 
for his supposed patience and long-suffering. In number 70 as well, the modal pay, rather than 
referring to actual motion, shows the speaker's evaluation; Chaweng emphasises not his motion 
toward various servants, but the lack of significant impact on his own interests of his efforts to 
discover infonnation. Number 7 1  is similar; the speaker stresses the futility of his efforts by 
describing the disparity between what he wished to achieve and the actual results, as though events 
went not 'against' him, as one might say in English, but 'away' from him. 

Number 75 returns to description of motion; the clinic, now once again the place of speaking as 
it had been in the first scene, returns to the position of immediate focus and the house to the remote 
focus of attention. The modal in 76 and the main verb in 77 use the clinic as the immediate focus, 
with no specific remote focus to indicate from where Khamron might be coming. In number 78 
pay is used with no specific focus of any kind; earlier in the scene Chaweng tells Khamron that he 
intends to see a movie, but no directional modification is included. In this sentence (78) pay is 
used simply to reflect the fact that going to a movie would require motion, without special 
reference to any particular place. 

D. Narrator 

The second and third scenes are separated by the passage of two days, and scene three opens 
with a brief description by the narrator of what Chaweng experienced and observed during that 
time. In number 58 the narrator states that Chaweng has watched servants bring clean dishes to 
Jaemnapha at the table, and this is described as 'toward the speaker' .  Jaemnapha does not speak 
in this scene, and it is not likely that the orientation centres around her. Chaweng is the more 
likely focus, and this maintains in the reader a feeling of immediacy of the action; the events are not 
related in sequence but the narrator does maintain the reader's impression that the story is to be 

. seen from Chaweng's point of view. 

Frequently during the story the narrator uses the common time expression too pay, which means 
'next' or 'following that, in sequence', or the like. In this scene, however, the expression is 
changed to the less common too maa (59), with a similar meaning, but with the added connotation 
'toward the present'. (See the introduction for a brief discussion of a similar but fixed expression, 
the verb modifier too pay, meaning 'to continue'.) The use of this expression shows the reader that 
past events are to be related, but that they are relevant and significant for the present situation. In 
numbers 60, 6 1 ,  62 and 63 the house is the immediate focus of the motion; the two men leave the 
house 'away from the speaker' .  The narrator does not change the orientation until the characters 
have left the house and arrived at another place where the action will continue. The use of the 
modification 'away from the speaker' to describe the trip from the house emphasises the fact that 
the narrator has related the events of the two days just gone by as though the narrator were witness 
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to all of the activity. This helps to maintain the reader's perspective; the events are related in 
summarised form, but the reader is reminded to see things from the narrator's, and therefore from 
Chaweng's point of view. 

Scene 4 

In scene 4 the reader and Chaweng learn the truth about Khamron and Jaemnapha as she relates 
the incidents that brought about her predicament. Chaweng has relatively little to say in this scene, 
and so his part will be considered first. Jaemnapha speaks at some length; her lines will be 
considered after those of Chaweng. Last will be the discussion of the narrator's comments, which 
are quite extensive, and which use directional modification both to orient the reader to the new 
setting, and also to show the developing relationship between Chaweng and J aemnapha. 

A. Chaweng 

Chaweng does not use the word pay in this scene at all, and only four sentences in his dialogue 
contain the word maa; each use is a literal description of motion. In numbers 96 and 97 he speaks 
of his trip to the house to meet with Jaemnapha, with whom he is speaking at the time. The former 
example is quite general in nature, specifying neither his route or method of travel, saying only that 
the trip was a secret one. The latter example is specific, stating both the route, that is, from behind 
the house, and the method, that is, slipping through the fence, used to accomplish the trip. In both 
cases the directional component is 'toward the speaker' since he is standing at the end point of the 
trip, which is the rear of the house. In number 1 1 3 he speaks of Jaemnapha's trip to the place 
where they are talking, and in number 1 1 8 he refers to the possible arrival of another person. In 
the first two examples cited above the point of origin is the clinic, which the reader knows from the 
previous scene; in the third example the point of origin is presumed to be Jaemnapha's room, 
although that is not specifically stated, and in the fourth example the starting point of the 
hypothetical trip is unspecified, as is the possible identity of the 'anyone' who might happen 
along. Although the starting point for each of these trips is different, in each case the correct 
directional component is 'toward the speaker' . 

B.  Jaemnapha 

The use of pay and maa in Jaemnapha's speech in this scene is quite complicated, especially 
since much of the dialogue relates events that have taken place prior to the conversation with 
Chaweng. Unlike the first scene, in which Luang Khajat also relates events in the past, in this 
scene the speaker relates specific events in sequence, which gives rise to the greater complexity in 
the use of directional modification. 

Number 90, which uses maa as a modal, according to Noss' definition, is best interpreted as 
meaning 'to act so as to affect the interests of the speaker', and the phrasing thus places emphasis 
on the woman's opinion that Chaweng is there to do her harm, despite all his protests to the 
contrary. Number 91, in which maa is used as a postposition, does not translate well into English; 
the translation given here, ' . ..  he brought you here to kill me', places more emphasis on motion 
than does the Thai text, which uses maa to orient the verb chay 'to use'. This translation was 
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decided on since the alternative, ' . . .  he's using you to kill me' ,  looses the orientation entirely, and 
thus is even less faithful to the sense of the original. In each case the sentence could easily be 
rephrased without a directional component, without loss of the essential meaning, but the use of 
maa emphasises the speaker's attitude toward the situation. She sees Khamron manipulating 
Chaweng, a person from outside her normal circle of relationships, in such a way as to 
significantly affect her situation. Number 92 continues this trend; the postposition maa shows the 
speaker's opinion that the facts, should they become common knowledge, would be of 
significance to her and to those normally associated with her. 

The rest of the sentences in this scene in which Jaemnapha uses pay and maa are part of her 
recitation of the facts surrounding her father's murder. The reader learns that the murder occurred 
inside the house and several of the sentences refer to motion from the ground level up into the 
living quarters. In number 99 the postposition pay, indicates that when Khamron entered the 
house to commit the crime his motion was away from the place where Jaemnapha sits telling the 
story. In numbers 1 04, 1 07 and 108 the postposition pay is used with the verb khiln Oascend' , 
which is also appropriate since the motions spoken of involve moving both up from and away 
form the location of the conversation. In contrast, but also appropriate, is the use of maa in 
number 106; here the postposition is combined with Jon ' to descend' to describe motion down 
from the house and toward the location of the speaker in the garden. The selection of the 
directional components in these sentences depends entirely on Jaemnapha's location at the time of 
her conversation with Chaweng. The reader learns that she 'happened to be upstairs' when the 
events described took place and thus, in relating them to Chaweng, she has had to set up a 
completely different orientation framework from that which she would have used at the time that 
the events took place, or would have used had she related the story from the position she was in at 
the time that those events took place. 

Number 105 is different from those mentioned in the previous paragraph.  In discussing the 
guests who attended the wedding, Jaemnapha employs a different set of orientations; here the 
immediate focus is the home, including all the area around it which might figure in the wedding 
ceremony, and the remote focus is formed by the various places from which the guests might have 
come, although none of them are specified. She is now at home, so the modification ' toward the 
speaker' is appropriate. The sentences mentioned in the previous paragraph employed sets of 
focus points that were much more limited, the immediate focus being the place where Jaemnapha 
and Chaweng sit talking, and the remote focus being the different rooms in the house. The various 
sets of orientations overlap but are not incompatible. 

Numbers 109 and 1 10 are especially interesting. In the sentence in which number 1 10 appears, 
Jaemnapha says that she heard Khamron threaten her father and she rushed into the room. She 
arrived just in time to see Khamron place the knife to her father's throat. When she describes that 
act of placing the knife ( 1 09) however, she uses the directional modification 'toward the speaker' .  
This is  quite a contrast to those sentences in which she carefully reverses the directional 
modification in order to make it appropriate for both the time and the location of the conversation 
with Chaweng. Here, she describes a motion that happened at some distance from her as though 
she herself were at its end point and were the recipient of the action. Through this switch she 
stresses her empathy for her father by figuratively joining him as the victim of the physical threat. 
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In number 1 1 1  Jaemnapha describes how she reacts to the realisation that her father is dead. 
The use of pay here is expected since she speaks of an abrupt change of state, clearly a change for 
the worse. This instance of normal state deixis is a repetition of the phrase used by Luang Khajat 
in numbers 32 and 72. 

Number 100 appears in a brief mention of the will that Khamron prepared and attempted to 
force Jaemnapha's father to sign. The postposition maa modifies the verb khlan 'to write' ,  but in 
this case the definition for the modal ' so as to affect the speaker and his group ' ,  is more 
appropriate. The will was Khamron's creation, and its provisions were contrary both to the 
desires of the father, and also to the best interests of Jaemnapha. The significance of the will, and 
its origin outside of Jaemnapha's sphere of reference, are both indicated by the choice of maa. 

Number 101  refers to a trip out of Jaemnapha's normal frame of reference to a different and 
unspecified place, probably a new dwelling. Since the act of leaving home would disagrace her 
father, no matter what the ultimate destination, it is unlikely that maa would ever be appropriate, no 
matter how the story were to end or where Jaemnapha were to relate it. Since the act spoken of is 
only a hypothetical one, even to the characters in the story, it is all the more difficult to imagine 
maa being appropriate. Number 102 also uses pay, and like number 101  it suggests a trip that 
would take the subject to a new frame of reference, but since it did not ultimately occur the action 
remains in the realm of the hypothetical. What is significant for both sentences is the possible 
permanent move away from the home, both as a physical location and as a centre of personal 
relationships, and so the modification 'away' is the appropriate choice. The same applies to 
number 103, but here there is also the possibility that the wording, rather than reflecting a trip 
away from the home, conveys a negative attitude on the speaker's part. She now realises what she 
drove her father too, and shows her remorse in the way she describes his actions. 

The last use of directional modification in Jaemnapha's speech in this section is number 1 12. 
Here a specific trip from the home to the temple is mentioned, and so the use of pay is expected. 

C.  Narrator 

In scene 4 the narrator manipulates the focus in striking ways. Scenes 1 and 2 open with 
Chaweng entering new situations as the reader follows his progress. Scene 3 involves not change 
in place but change in time; the action in that scene picks up after a lapse of two days, and so there 
is a new temporal orientation to be established, not a new physical one. In scene 4 there is again a 
location change, but it is accomplished in a much different way than in scenes 1 and 2. Rather 
than describing action in progress and adding the orientation 'away from the speaker' as was done 
previously in the story, here the narrator opens the scene with Chaweng already in place in the 
garden behind the house. There is no mental picture created of an action in progress as there is in 
scene 1 when Chaweng 'strode' into the clinic or in scene 2 when Chaweng approached the house 
'carrying a small travelling bag'. 

In scene 4, the narrator begins by telling the reader that Chaweng 'was able' to accomplish his 
entrance into the garden and to hide himself there by slipping through the fence. That is, the reader 
learns of the event after it has been completed. This is accomplished in numbers 79 and 80. The 
use of daay 'to get; to be able to' indicates the completeness of the action, and the directional 
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modification 'toward the speaker' places the narrator and reader in the garden. The reader is 
encouraged to form an image of the character already in place and is given as additional 
background the method of entrance. The entrance itself is not described for the reader, as it was in 
the first two scenes; instead, the reader is given the narrator's perspective, that of having been in 
the garden before Chaweng's arrival. The effect is quite different from that of the earlier scenes. 

Having placed Chaweng in the garden the narrator prepares to initiate the action of the scene. In 
number 8 1 ,  Chaweng looks about him with the modification 'away from the speaker', used to 
indicate that his attention is given to an area larger than just his immediate surroundings. In this 
sentence maa would not be acceptable since, with a singular subject, it would indicate that the 
narrator received the action of the verb 'look' and from only one direction, contradicting rooproop 
'all around'. Therefore it is not possible to say from this sentence alone whether or not the author 
intends to reinforce the reader's identification with Chaweng, established earlier in the story. 

The verb phrase in number 82 contains the particle ca, and therefore describes not an action but 
a hypothetical action; nonetheless it is significant in establishing orientation for the action of the 
scene. Use of the postposition khiiw 'toward the centre of interest' shows that Chaweng, already 
in the garden, is interested in the house, but is not yet at it. While his trip into the garden is 
referred to as 'toward the speaker' ,  the trip to the house, short though it may be, is 'away from the 
speaker'. Thus the narrator and reader again share Chaweng's orientation, that is, already within 
the garden, with definite interest in the house, and intending to move to it, but still a significant 
distance away. Number 83 maintains this orientation and makes it more specific as further 
background information is added. The verb, again with the particle ca, describes a possible 
motion, away from the present location toward another, away from the character and the narrator, 
and thus also from the reader. 

In number 84 the action of the scene begins. Chaweng creeps toward the house 'away from the 
speaker' ,  in contrast to the directional modification used to describe his entrance to the garden. 
The narrator manipulates the orientation in such a way that the reader pictures the action from 
Chaweng's starting position, and views the action as though with the character's eyes, or at least 
as though watching from behind him. 

In numbers 85 and 86 the narrator continues to explain the development of the plot from 
Chaweng's point of view. The modifier 'toward the speaker' requires special interpretation in this 
case. The actions described are not the willful activities of a human subject and do not, in fact, 
involve motion toward either Chaweng or the narrator. If directional modification were necessary 
in these two sentences, pay might be the more expected form to indicate motion, if not actually 
away from the character viewing the scene, at least from one distant location to another equally 
remote. This unexpected use of maa as postposition is best translated by Noss' definition of the 
modal, that is, 'so as to affect the interests of the speaker ' ,  and of course, the 'speaker' is 
Chaweng, as well as the narrator and reader who share his perspective. The simile in 86 clearly 
describes Chaweng's reaction to the situation before him and portrays his growing sympathy for 
the heroine. In the next sentence (87) Chaweng moves closer to Jaemnapha, but 'away from the 
speaker '. Thus the reader first is made to feel as Chaweng does, to sense Chaweng's emotions, 
and second is made to view Chaweng from behind as he moves forward; both personal and 
physical relationships are created, at least partly through the use of directional orientation. 
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In number 93, the postposition pay modifies a verb phrase. In this example of normal state 
deixis, the transition from one state to another is on two levels, both the physical, nfn ' to pause' ,  
and the emotional nan ' to be stunned' . 

In number 94 maa is used as the postposition with the verb cap ' to grasp' ,  even though that 
verb does not normally imply motion. The reader is again made to share Chaweng's perspective 
because his activities are described as ' toward the speaker' .  The point of view provided by the 
narrator is the only one open to the reader, and so Chaweng, the narrator and the reader all share 
one point of view. 

This orientation is maintained in number 98 in which Jaernnapha's motion toward Chaweng is 
also 'toward the speaker' . Chaweng is used as the immediate focus of motion, that is, motion 
toward Chaweng is described as 'toward the speaker' . This is in contrast to number 87, in which 
Jaemnapha is the remote focus of action; in that sentence Chaweng's motion toward her is 
described as both ' toward the center of interest' and also 'away from the speaker' .  There is a 
pattern of physical orientations which defines not only the relationships between the characters, but 
also the reader's relationship with those characters. 

Following Jaernnapha's long narration of the events surrounding her father's death, she and 
Chaweng continue their conversation briefly. Number 1 14 describes Chaweng's sudden 
recollection of something he had seen earlier, but had not fully understood at the time. The verb 
used here, mlk ' to think' ,  is modified with two postpositions. The use of khun ' to ascend' ,  
indicates that the recollection was sudden, and the use of maa suggests that the recollection is of 
significance to Chaweng, or those associated with him. This is in contrast to number 1 17, in 
which the narrator uses pay in describing how Chaweng applies his recollection to the situation at 
hand. These sentences taken together show that past events, newly recalled into the present, are 
significant for the future. The phrases in which the directional modifiers appear are not unusual, 
but the juxtaposition of them provides a striking temporal framework for the reader. 

Within this temporal framework is a physical one. In number 1 15 the use of maa shows that 
items are to be removed from various storage places and collected together. Following this in 
number 1 16 the location in which the items are to be washed is said to be some distance from the 
building, and from Chaweng's location. Thus numbers 1 14 through 1 1 7 describe a significant 
situation in the story by overlapping temporal and physical orientations. All the phrases are 
common and relatively fixed, but important information is revealed by their juxtaposition. 

In the final two paragraphs of this scene the narrator relates events in sequence without 
dialogue. Following Chaweng's advice, Jaernnapha returns to the building while he remains 
behind. Narrator and reader do not change position, and thus remain with Chaweng. Chaweng 
does not immediately change position, and so in example 1 19 Jaernnapha walks 'away from the 
speaker'. 

Numbers 1 2 1 ,  1 22 and 1 23 describe Khamron's stealthy return to the house and Chaweng's 
reaction to it. Number 1 2 1  says that Kharnron walks ' toward the speaker',  indicating that the 
narrator and reader remain in the same location, the garden at the back of the house, with 
Chaweng. Numbers 1 22 and 123 also use the house as the immediate focus and so use the same 
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modification. During the course of the scene Chaweng has moved around a bit, but since 
Khamron is returning to the house from some other location the use of maa is still appropriate. 

Number 1 23 is interesting in another way as well. The sentence is the equivalent of an English 
indirect quote, and it gives Chaweng's thoughts at seeing Khamron return. The directional 
modification in the questions quoted is, as expected, 'toward the speaker',  since the physical 
motion is toward Chaweng's location. But when the narrator describes how the questions occur 
to Chaweng, neither pay nor maa is used; the questions simply appear in Chaweng's mind without 
any directional modification, unlike the phrasing of number 1 14, in which Chaweng's recollection 
is ' toward the speaker' .  This phrasing reminds the reader that while the narrator knows all of 
Chaweng's thoughts, and describes things from his point of view, the narrator and Chaweng are 
separate. 

The scene ends with a great deal of rapid motion by both Chaweng and Khamron as the two 
enter the building by their separate routes, and numbers 1 24 through 129 describe this motion. In 
all of these examples the direction is from the garden, which has been the location of the action 
throughout the scene, toward and into the house. Numbers 124 and 1 25 use pay ' away' to 
describe Khamron's trip toward the house, because Chaweng remains in the garden watching; 
even though the distance to the house is relatively little and thus the two characters are not far 
apart, the modification is still appropriate. Number 1 26 gives Chaweng's emotional orientation 
toward Jaemnapha; his physical location, removed from that of the heroine, is used to focus his 
thought process as if it, too, worked in physical space and were subject to the grammatical rules 
associated with motion. 

The last three examples, 127 through 129, describe Chaweng's trip toward the house and into it 
through the window. The directional modification is 'away from the speaker' , and so here, as in 
the opening sentences of scene 1 ,  the reader is encouraged to picture the hero moving away from 
their shared location. The difference is that in scene 1 that shared location is not described, 
whereas in this scene the shared location has been the location of a lengthy scene. 

Scene 5 

Scene 5, which occurs immediately after scene 4 but with the action moved into Jaemnapha's 
room, brings the story to a rapid conclusion. Khamron shows by his actions that he is indeed the 
villain; Jaemnapha's sanity is demonstrated and Chaweng has the opportunity of saving her from 
mortal danger. The story ends with hero and heroine in each other's arms. 

There is little dialogue in scene 5; instead, nearly the whole scene is description of action given 
by the narrator. Directional modification plays an important role in depicting the personal 
relationships, and also in describing the resolution of the situation through confrontation with 
Khamron . 

. ' .. Khamron 

Khamron is the only character in scene 5 with spoken lines. He enters the room and, according 
to the narrator's description, goes directly to Jaemnapha, at which point he immediately shows 
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himself to be the villain by threatening to shoot her if she makes any noise. In  numbers 1 35 and 
136 he says that if she speaks ' toward the speaker' he will shoot 'away from the speaker' .  By 
using this modification he shows that in his mind there is distance between them. The narrator has 
already shown that there is no physical distance, and so it is emotional distance that is reflected in 
Kharnron's choice of words. This is clearly in sharp contrast to the very solicitous attitude 
Kharnron expressed previously, and it is also in sharp contrast to the orientations that the narrator 
establishes in describing the events of the scene. 

Numbers 1 39, 1 42, 1 43 and 144 all involve imperatives and all use pay. Continuing to use 
himself as the immediate focus of his own speech, Kharnron orders the heroine to walk to the 
windows and jump to her death; the expected orientation for all of these examples is pay 'away 
from the speaker' ,  both because of physical and emotional considerations. 

B. Narrator 

The narrator changes the location of the action from scene 4 to scene 5 abruptly. The final 
sentences of scene 4 describe Kharnron and Chaweng as they enter the house by their separate 
routes, with pay as the directional component, but scene 5 begins with sentences in which there is 
no directional modification at all. Suddenly the narration picks up from within Jaemnapha's room, 
hero and heroine together inside. All further action is described from within the room, and the 
narrator's comments show how Chaweng and Jaemnapha view the action of the scene. 

In number 1 30 Chaweng goes to hide 'away from the speaker' , which leaves the position of 
immediate focus for the narrator undefined. The use of the postposition pay in this sentence alone 
is not unusual, nor does it establish any particular perspective for the narrator. Like the first 
scene, in which the expression hin pay did not become particularly revealing until it was repeated 
and contrasted with other phrases, scene 5 builds a set of focuses. In this scene, however, the 
action is more rapid than in scene 1 ,  and the focusing does not become as concrete a set of 
orientations due to the confusion of the confrontation. 

There is a knock at the door, but before responding to it Jaemnapha turns, in number 1 3 1 ,  to 
look at Chaweng and the turn is described by the narrator as ' toward the speaker'.  Thus, for the 
moment at least, the immediate focus for reader and narrator is the hero's hiding place from which 
Kharnron's entrance will be viewed. In number 1 32 Jaemnapha walks to the door; the use of pay 
as the modifier here would not normally indicate much about the direction of her motions, but 
coming as it does after the look toward Chaweng, the reader knows at least that she has walked in 
some direction away from the hiding place. 

Number 1 33 brings Kharnron into the room, and as one would expect, his entrance is 'toward 
the speaker',  since the two main characters, and narrator and reader, are already well established 
inside. But in number 1 34 Kharnron's act of rushing for Jaemnapha is also described as ' toward 
the speaker' . This is the first time that motion toward Jaemnapha is described in this way, and this 
orientation shows the reader that now she at least shares the position of immediate focus with 
Chaweng. The sad story that she told in the previous scene won Chaweng's symphathy, and now 
the directional modification expands on that by suggesting that the reader view some of the action 
from Jaernnapha's perspective. 
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Following Khamron's threat Jaemnapha glances, in number 1 37,  toward Chaweng but the 
modification is now ' away from the speaker' .  When she 'returns' (kJap) her gaze to stare at her 
husband in number 1 38, the directional modification is 'toward the speaker' .  At this point the 
polarity established between hero and heroine is reversed; she is now the immediate focus and 
Chaweng is the remote focus, which places narrator and reader at the center of the confrontation 
between the murderer and his intended victim. 

In number 1 40 Jaemnapha walks to the window, but 'away from the speaker' ;  the narrator has 
placed the reader at the center of the confrontation and this sentence maintains that position since in 
number 1 4 1  she turns back 'toward the speaker' to look at Khamron. It is very unlikely that the 
narrator has taken the position of Khamron, who has been describd in negative terms throughout 
the story. The more likely interpretation is that the narrator has first reversed the polarity between 
Chaweng and Jaemnapha, leaving the reader with her, and then has removed her from the 
immediate focus, leaving the reader in the centre of the room, the point at which all the characters 
place their interest at this moment of confusion, confrontation and danger. 

Jaemnapha stands calmly at the window disobeying Khamron's commands to jump. Enraged, 
he rushes at her but the narrator does not use pay or maa in this sentence, choosing instead the 
wording thaliin 'to rush at' kh§w 'toward the centre of interest' . The orientations established with 
pay and maa, now in confusion at this moment of crisis, are not called on here. The reader still 
views things as though from the centre of the room while the hero hides in the corner, and the 
heroine, now ' the centre of interest' , stands at the window. As Khamron rushes at Jaemnapha he 
prepares to hit her; the narrator describes her possible fall from the building in 145, using the 
expected 'away from the speaker' ,  and also away from the scene of the action. 

In number 146 the focus again abruptly shifts, this time back to Chaweng. The sound of the 
camera tells Khamron that he has been observed, and he whirls ' toward the speaker' to confront 
Chaweng. Because of this modification, the reader is once again given a definite point of view; as 
Chaweng prepares to move into action, the reader is told to see things from his perspective. 

Numbers 147 and 148 show the expected focus, both indicating action away from Chaweng 
with no special direction intended. Finally, number 149 returns the polarity between Chaweng and 
Jaemnapha to the established norm, with him as the immediate focus and her as the remote focus; 
he is again the centre of action and the direction of his turn to her is 'away from the speaker' .  As 
they are joined, now both safe, the narrator and reader are again comfortably viewing the situation 
from Chaweng's perspective, the confusion and distortion of relationships of the recent moments 
resolved. 

Summary 

Students of Thai sometimes express the feeling that Thai prose is rather flat and uninteresting. 
This is at least partly due to the fact that English and Thai text building strategies are very different, 
and that students fail to recognise or understand those features of Thai that are available for 
exploitation by Thai authors. A particularly important example is the use of pay 'go' and maa 
'come' in modern Thai prose. English does not have any text building device comparable to the 
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use of pay and maa, and these words are usually overlooked by students of Thai, with a resulting 
loss of comprehension. It has been the aim of this study to demonstrate through a detailed 
examination of a modern Thai short story that there is complexity and subtlety in Thai prose, and 
that it can be appreciated by speakers of English once those grammatical features of Thai that are 
exploited in text building are explained and illustrated. 

The study shows that throughout the text the characters use pay and maa in a manner that is 
consistent with the deictic constraints that operate in normal conversation. Whether for use as 
what Noss defmes as a modal, a predicate or a postposition, choice of one of the two words 
depends on physical, emotional and temporal relationships as perceived by the character speaking. 
In describing motion the characters select either their location at the moment of the event, or their 
location at the time of the conversation, as the immediate focus around which to orient that motion. 
The characters also use pay and maa in a similar manner to reflect emotional relationships. Time 
relationships, too, are handled in the expected manner; the moment of speaking is selected as the 
immediate focus, and points in both past and future time are used as remote focus points. 
Narration by a character in the story of events of a prior time calls for complex reordering of both 
physical and temporal relationships. There are also examples in the story of what Clark refers to 
as evaluative deixis and normal state deixis; these follow expected patterns. 

The omniscient narrator, unlike the characters in the story, is not constrained by physical or 
temporal considerations in selection of pay and maa. Rather than making these selections in order 
to conform to reality, the narrator chooses one or the other of the words in order to create 
perspective for the reader, in effect, to create reality. The narrator's comments function as an 
overlay of information that gives an additional dimension to both the events and the dialogue of the 
story. By using the directional significance of the two words, the narrator creates a number of 
polarities between the characters that are manipulated throughout the story to create focus for the 
reader and to involve the reader in the story by creating sympathy for, or drawing attention to, 
specific characters. 

Examination of the use of pay and maa on the text level reveals an unexpectedly subtle 
manipulation of the two words that is not reflected in studies of these words as they are used on 
the sentence level. While the present study deals directly only with one pair of words, similar 
pairs are also mentioned. They are the words khiin ' to ascend' and 10I) ' to descend' and kh§w 'to 
enter' and ?ook 'to exit';  although these words play a smaller part in Thai text building their role is 
still significant. Exploitation of these pairs of contrasting words contributes greatly to the depth 
and complexity of Thai texts. 
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Appendix II Translation 

Scene 1 

When Chaweng, a young detective with the Central Investigation Bureau, strode ( 1 )  into the 
clinic of Luang Khajat Rokhaphinat, a famous psychiatrist who was also his father, it happened 
that Luang Khajat had a guest. Just as the young man was wondering whether he should go (2) 
wait in the back, his father called to him, 

"Chaweng, come (3) right in and meet Mr Khamron . . . . Well, here he is, Doctor Chaweng, 
my son". The last words were spoken as Luang Khajat turned (4) to address his young guest. 

Chaweng walked (5) straight in and greeted the young patient named Khamron, at the same 
time sizing up (6) his father's guest. Mr Khamron was a tall man with rather swarthy complexion 
and small slanted eyes. In those eyes Chaweng saw a light of some kind, like that of suffering or 
anxiety, which he could not read clearly. He sat down in the chair beside his father and asked, 

"Is th�re something you called (7) me here to talk about?" 

"Yes, there is", his father replied, and turning (8) to speak to Khamron in very distinct words 
said, "Here he is, my capable assistant, whom I intend to send (9) to check on your wife's 
condition". 

The young man opened his mouth to object to his father's words, but then closed it again in 
silence. Khamron turned ( 10) to look at Chaweng admiringly and asked, 

"Aren't you feeling well today, Doctor? Is that why you didn't come ( 1 1) to work?" 

Chaweng was ( 1 2) speechless for a moment, and then decided to play along. But how could he 
answer that he was given his superior's permission to take a two week leave of absence, after 
completing ( 1 3) the investigation of a recent murder case, only two or three days ago ( 14)? The 
young man had absolutely no idea why his father had promoted him to both physician and 
assistant! 

"Chaweng was a little under the weather, that's all", Luang Khajat answered for Chaweng, and 
went on ( 1 5), "I would like to ask for your address, and I will have him prepare to go ( 1 6) to your 
home as quickly as possible". 

Khamron reached into his pocket and took out a business card which he handed to the physician 
and, having taken leave of Luang Khajat, he turned (17)  to gesture respectfully to Chaweng, 
saying, 

"I want to thank you in advance, Doctor; if my wife recovers I will repay you handsomely". 

When the young stranger had departed ( 1 8) Chaweng turned to his father, ready to quiz him for 
an explanation, but Luang Khajat quickly raised his hand to stop him and explained, 

"I'll tell you all about it. It's like this. This Khamron here came (19) to consult with me about 
his wife, who, he said, is insane. At first she seemed just as normal as you and me. Unaware of 
any problem, he went (20) and fell in love with her and asked to marry her. But on the wedding 
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day it came out that the bride was demented and would have nothing to do with him. She only 
screamed and wouldn't let him near her. In the end, why, they separated! "  

Chaweng listened, and with his hand stroked his chin, which showed traces of a dark beard; he 
seemed deep in thought. He asked, 

"And so then Khamron came (21)  to see you to ask you to cure his wife, right? How come he 
didn't bring (22) her in?" 

"Well, like I said, his wife is afraid of her husband. How could he bring (23) her in? If he goes 
near her she just causes an uproar, saying her husband is going to choke her, or that he's going to 
push her out a window. Khamron says that he's about to go crazy himself'. 

"Hmm." Chaweng nodded his head in careful consideration and Luang Khajat continued (24), 

"And that's not all. When his wife is at her most delirious, she climbs, sometimes out the 
window, sometimes over the railing. As soon as he goes (25) and grabs (26) her, she says he's 
going to push her; she fills (27) the whole area with calls for help". 

"And you're going to send (28) me to cure her? How can that be (29)? I've never studied any 
medicine! The young man shrugged his shoulders not knowing what to think. His father 
explained, 

"I don't want you to go (30) cure her. I want you to go (3 1 )  find out the real reason for her 
insanity, what's troubling her, or who has made her so terrified that she's lost (32) her senses that 
way". 

"Right", Chaweng agreed. "When we know the cause, the cure will be easy. So that's what 
made your trick Khamron about me being a doctor; you think he's hiding something, don't you?" 

"That's it. There a lot of things in his story that make me suspicious, so I thought I'd send (33) 
you in there to take a look". 

"OK. I'll try", the young man said with enthusiasm. 

Scene 2 

The mansion of Mr Khamron Phongphrom, located in Thungmahamek, majestic though a bit 
dilapidated, showed clearly the status of its owner. Chaweng, carrying a small travelling bag, 
reached (34) the house in the afternoon of the next day, and after telling the doorman of his 
business, the young man was taken (35) to meet the owner. 

Kharmon received the psychiatrist, as he thought him to be, graciously. He sent a maid to call 
(37) his wife, saying, 

"Inform your mistress that my friend is a doctor and very kind, and that I would like her to 
come out (38) and speak with us for a while". 

The maid curtsied and backed (39) out of the room. Chaweng noted that Khamron displayed 
openly his love and pity for his wife, both in the tone and the words of the message he sent (40) to 
her. Chaweng felt overwhelmed with sadness when he imagined the unfortunate woman. Her 
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face might still have traces of beauty left, but she would be wide-eyed with fear, with hair 
dishevelled because of her madness and her mouth twisted with screams, but fortunate nonetheless 
because she had a devoted husband who felt compassion for her. An admirable and sympathetic 
figure, this young man sitting across from him! 

Chaweng was so lost in reverie that he nearly jumped when Khamron spoke up tenderly, 

"This is my friend, Doctor Chaweng, Jaem, Dear". Turning (41 )  in Chaweng's direction he 
said, "This is Jaemnapha, my wife". 

The young detective was stunned when his eyes came to rest on the face of Khamron's wife!  
The young woman standing in front of him bore no resemblance whatever to the mental picture he 
had drawn. Her face was oval, and her chin was rounded. All of her features were petite and 
lovely. It was only those eyes! Dark and round, but with no light of happiness in them. When 
their eyes met Chaweng saw hate and fear gleaming (42) clearly from those eyes. 

"Please sit down." Chaweng stood up and pushed a chair toward her. J aemnapha extended no 
greeting to her husband's friend; she simply dropped into the chair. 

"Do you have business with me?" she asked shortly. She stared at the young man with 
aversion and suspicion, and made no attempt to conceal her feelings. But Chaweng felt more pity 
than anger. Who could be offended (43) by a lunatic, he thought, and answered her courteously, 

"I would like to come (44) stay here for a while. I hope you won't mind". 

"Mind?" she repeated. She raised her eyebrows and widened her eyes in derision. "What right 
have I to mind? It's true, I was once the owner of this house, but now . . .  " 

"Jaemnapha! "  her husband interruped harshly, not at all like a moment before, as though a 
different person. But when he caught himself he quickly reverted to his previous, soothing tones. 
"You're starting to feel ill again, Dear. I'll take (45) you to get some rest". He went (46) straight 
to his wife's chair to help her up gently, but she shrank away in fear. 

"Don't! Don't hurt me. I'm afraid of you!"  She shook her arms free of her husband's grasp 
and ran (47) out of the room. Khamron followed (48) her to the door, leaned (49) his head out to 
order a servant to watch over her mistress carefully, and then returned (50). When he caught 

. Chaweng's eye he shook his head in dejection and said, 

"Look at her. She's always like this. Anyone who didn't know better might suspect that I 
really wanted to kill her. Do you think there might be a way to cure her?" 

"I'm not sure yet", Chaweng answered. He felt sorrow at the misfortune of this pitiful young 
woman and compassion for her husband who had to share her misfortune. 

"Ahh . . .  Doctor", Khamron moved in to sit on the chair closest to the young detective and 
lowered his voice to continue (5 1), "I'm beginning to be afraid. If Jaem should become delirious 
and jump (52) out a window with no one there to stop her in time, why, I'll be (53) in a terrible 
fix". 

"How is that?" Chaweng asked, perplexed. 
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"Why, the police will jump to the conclusion that I killed her for her money! I've considered 
moving (54) her to a room downstairs for safety's sake, but I'm afraid of the gossip; after all, the 
house does belong to Jaem". 

"Ahh. That backs up what Jaemnapha said a moment ago", Chaweng thought. 

"I'm still hoping your notes will support me", Khamron said sadly. "Your father already took 
detailed notes about Jaem's conduct, like trying to jump over the railing or out the windows, but 
I've always been able to help in time. Even more now that you've come (55) to stay here, you'll 
be able to attest to my innocence". 

"You should protect her from danger in every way possible, Chaweng reminded him severely, 
"not just worry about your own safety". 

"I do always watch over her", Khamron said defensively. He lost (56) his composure for a 
moment, but his expression quickly returned to normal. He continued (57), "But I have a lot of 
work; I'm afraid that when I'm not home the servants will be careless and an accident might 
happen. That's why I have to be concerned about avoiding any possible suspicion". 

"All right. I understand", Chaweng noded. "If something happens beyond your control I'll be 
glad to speak in your behalf. You shouldn't worry needlessly; heaven always helps the virtuous". 

Scene 3 

For the two days that Chaweng stayed with the young couple he didn't have a chance to speak 
alone with Jaemnapha, that unfortunate woman. He saw her only at mealtimes, when her husband 
was always present. The young man noticed that Jaemnapha wouldn't be the fIrst to eat from a 
dish of food, and that she insisted on helping herself to rice and water. Any time her husband 
served her rice or poured water for her, she wouldn't eat until the servants had brought (58) her a 
new cup or plate. Khamron caught Chaweng's eye each time, as if asking him to note his wife's 
conduct. As for Chaweng, he could only sigh with a sad and heavy heart. 

The next (59) day Khamron declared that he had business which made it necessary that he leave 
home. He invited Chaweng to go (60) along, but when Chaweng declined, he reversed himself 
and put off going (61), deciding to stay home all day instead, which caused the detective no small 
surprise. So when, on the next day, Khamron repeated the invitation, Chaweng hastened to 
accept, and the two young men left (62) the house together. While they were riding (63) in 
Kharnron's car, the young owner of the vehicle asked, 

"Where do you plan to go (64) today, Doctor?" 

"Several places, but I'm going to stop at the clinic first. I want to talk to my father". 

"And when are you going back? When I've finished my errands, I'll stop (65) by and pick you 
up", Kharnron continued (66), and waited intently for a reply. With a smile the young detective 
answered, 
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"Thank you. Then please stop for me at the clinic at 5 pm. After I see my father I'm going to a 
movie". 

When Chaweng met his father that morning, Luang Khajat asked immediately, 

"How's it going Chaweng; what have you come (67) up with?" 

"Nothing", the young man answered with a laugh. "I'm not sure whether Khamron hired (68) 
(69) me to treat his wife or to be a witness to his innocence. He never gives me a chance to talk 
with his wife alone. Whenever I'm about to ask Jaemnapha something he always interrupts. And 
the servants; they're hopeless! It doesn't matter which one I try (70) to talk to; they all act like 
they've forgotten (7 1 )  how to talk. But even though I haven't gotten anything certain yet, I'm sure 
there's something peculiar hidden in that house". 

"You think that it's this ' something peculiar' that's made Jaemnapha lose (72) her senses, 
right?" his father asked. The young man answered, "I suspect that's the way it is. Sometimes I 
think Jaemnapha is as normal as you or I, but she's so distrustful! She sees everyone as her 
second most dangerous enemy". 

"And who's the fIrst?" 

"Why, Kharnron! She believes him to be her number one enemy. She both hates and fears 
him. She detests the very sight of him even though he bends over backwards for her". 

"So what do we do next (73)? Tell him we give up? Maybe it would be better to put her in a 
hospital", his father said, asking his opinion. 

"No, not yet. I still have hopes of clearing this thing up in a day or two. If we can find out the 
source of her illness we might be able to help her. I really feel sorry for her". As he said these last 
words, the young man's voice shook with emotion. Luang Khajat looked at his son with a smile, 
but did not reply. So Chaweng continued (74), "I want to slip (75) into that house and check out 
the situation without letting Kharnron know; maybe I'll come up with something. Khamron is 
going (76) to pick me up here at fIve. If he comes (77) before I get back please get him talking to 
give me time. I told him I was going (78) to a movie". 

The learned psychiatrist knitted his eyebrows when he heard his son's bold plan and cautioned 
him, 

"Be careful, Son; don't let him accuse you of breaking in". 

"Guaranteed, Dad! I'm good at getting into houses without letting the owner know about it. 
But even if something should go wrong, I'm not worried, because the name of Chaweng Khajat 
Rokhapinat is well known in police circles." 

Scene 4 

Chaweng was able to get (79) into his hiding place in the garden behind Kharnron's home by 
slipping (80) through the fence. He turned (8 1 )  to look all around him cautiously. The flowers, 
which looked as though at one time they had received attention to keep them orderly and beautiful, 
now were unkempt from lack of care. This was, however, useful for the young man; it would 
conceal his approach (82) to the mansion which rose majestically before him. 
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The young man spotted the room on the left side of the house which he knew to be that of 
Jaemnapha Phongphrom, the pitiful young woman. There was a balcony to the left side of the 
room and there was a large tree close enough to the rear window that, from it, one could readch the 
window sill and pull (83) himself inside, avoiding the use of either the large stairway at the front 
of the building or the small one at the rear. 

He crept (84) up a bit closer, eyeing the base of a large tree covered with large red blossoms, as 
a possible hiding place, but . . .  what was that? On a white stone bench beneath the tree sat a young 
woman. She wore a Chiangmai style skirt of brilliant colour and a chiffon blouse of the same 
shade; it was the colour of a clear bright sky, certainly appropriate for a woman with the name 
'Cloudless Firmament' (Jaemnapha). 

But the young man's joyful mood quickly evaporated when he saw the young woman bury her 
face in her hands. Even though so far away that he couldn't hear her sobbbing, the young man 
could read the anguish of her heart in her actions. As she bowed her head her long beautiful hair 
fell (85) to her lap, hiding her beautiful cheeks, like a black cloud that covers (86) the moon, 
hiding it from sight. 

Without realising it, the young man strode (87) closer to her. At the sound of footsteps she 
lifted her head. The tears on her cheeks increased his pity and sympathy many fold. He put a 
finger to his lips as the young woman began to call out in terror. 

"Don't shout, Mrs Jaemnapha! I'm not going to harm you!" he said as he sat down beside her. 
The young woman jumped back. Her dark but blank and sad eyes looked at him in fear, like a 
frightened doe. 

"Don't kill me", she moaned, reaching out beseechingly, her eyes filled (88) with tears; it was a 
picture that deeply affected the young man. Even though the young woman grew rigid, he reached 
out his arms to held her, and bent down to whisper gently in her ear, 

"Don't cry. I won't hurt you. You needn't be afraid of me; I'm your friend and I'll help 
protect you from anything that threatens you. Please believe me". 

Jaemnapha looked at the young man without belief. She shook herself free from his grasp and 
answered curtly and haughtily (89), 

"Don't lie (90) to me! I know full well he brought (9 1 )  you here to kill me. He wouldn't dare 
kill me himself. And why is that? Because he's afraid that the fact that he murdered my father will 
be brought (92) out and investigated. I know". She repeated the words 'I know' two or three 
times and then burst into crazed laughter. 

"Shh! Quiet, please, someone will hear you", Chaweng cautioned. He pulled her back down 
and used his handkerchief to dry the tears that still stood on her cheeks and on her beautiful curled 
eyelashes. His gentle actions, through which she could easily see his sincerity, left Jaemnapha 
speechless (93). She peered at him intently and asked, 

"What do you want from me?" 

"Nothing at all. I want to help you get over your suffering. You aren't well. Don't you realise 
that? I . . .  feel sorry for you", the young man answered with gentle tone and facial expression. 
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"Feel sorry for me", Jaemnapha repeated without taking her eyes off of the young man's face. 
"But . . .  you're his friend!" 

"That's right, I'm his friend, but I feel sorry for you and I'm ready to help you. If there's 
anything on your mind that you want to tell me about, right now I am completely in the dark; I 
don't know anything at all. I really want to help you, but I don't know how", Chaweng 
answered. He took (94) the young woman's hand and continued (95), "Please trust me. If I were 
one of his men why would I have to sneak (96) in to meet you without letting him know? I took 
the trouble of slipping (97) in through the back fence hoping to meet you alone, so that I could find 
out about your problems and find a way to help". 

"Are you really going to help me?" the young woman asked again. She moved (98) a bit closer 
to the young man and whispered softly, "He's going to kill me. Do you believe me? Khamron is 
going to kill me". 

"I do believe you", Chaweng hastened to agree, "but . . .  why?" 

"Why, because I saw him kill my father. He took a knife this long and went (99) in to threaten 
my father". She held up her hands to show the length. "He demanded that my father write a will 
leaving all of his property to him. He had written ( 100) it all out and demanded that my father sign 
it . . .  " 

"Actually that's a stupid thing to do, since when he married you he as much as received rights 
to the inheritance. I don't see any need for threats", said Chaweng, thinking out loud. So the 
woman explained, 

"You still don't understand. My father was reluctant to let me marry Khamron, but I insisted 
on it. So he gave in and arranged the wedding because he was afraid that I would run ( 101)  away 
with Khamron and disgrace him. My father announced that on the day after my wedding he would 
give all of his possessions to charity, and that as for himself, he would go ( 1 02) to live in an old 
people's home. He had it all prearranged ( 103). Khamron realised that my father was really going 
to go through with it, and took the opportunity to go ( 1 04) up and threaten him on the very 
morning of our marriage. After the morning ceremonies were finished, the guests who had come 
( 1 05) to participate gathered ( 1 06) downstairs. My father went ( 1 07) upstairs to lie down and 
Khamron followed ( 108)". 

"He stabbed your father?" 

"He didn't have to. My father had a bad heart; as soon as Khamron only just touched ( 1 09) 
him with the knife, my father collapsed dead on the floor. I happened to be upstairs. When I 
heard him threaten my father I rushed ( 1 10) into the room, just as he touched the knife to my 
father's throat. When I realised that he was dead, I fainted ( 1 1 1) dead away. When I came to, 
Khamron threatened me; if I told anybody he would kill me. I'm really afraid of him". Her face 
had the same frightened expression that Chaweng had seen frequently. Gently he squeezed her 
hand, which was still in his, and consoled her, 

"You don't have to be afraid. I'll protect you. He can't do anything to you as long as I'm still 
alive". 
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"You believe me! "  she exclaimed. "No one believes me at all. My oid servants believed 
Khamron when he said that I was crazy. That day, by the time we had taken ( 1 1 2) father's body 

to the temple, it was just dark, so we didn't have the water-pouring ceremony. Everyone thought 
that I shouldn't be alone and that we should just move in together, but I didn't want to. People 
said that I was so upset over father's death that I went crazy. Do you think rm crazy or not?" 

"Not at all", Chaweng answered instantly. "You're just very unfortunate . . .  here now, did you 
come ( 1 1 3) down here alone?" 

"Yes. I was surprised not to find anyone watching me today. Before, every time I left my 
room the servants would follow me and never let me out of their sight. They were afraid that rd 
jump out of a window". There was bitter laughter in her throat. It occurred ( 1 14) to Chaweng that 
that morning he had heard Khamron send two of the male servants to repair some damage to the 
front fence. As for the three female servants, he gave them the job of gathering ( 1 15) up the 
silverware and washing and polishing it. And the place for washing dishes was ( 1 1 6) far off on 
the right side of the building. The young man came ( 1 17)  to the realisation that if anything bad 

were to happen in Jaemnapha's room, none of the servants would hear it. 

"I think that you should get back upstairs. If anyone should come ( 1 1 8) along and see us 
together it wouldn't be good", he advised her. "I guarantee r ll find a way to help you. Please 
trust me". 

Jaemnapha rose obediently; she looked into his eyes as if about to ask something, but then 
didn't open her mouth. She turned away and walked ( 1 19) slowly toward the building. Chaweng 
got up. As he was thinking about what to do next ( 120), he had to hide behind the trunk of the 
tree because behind him he heard a crackling sound like that of feet stepping on dry leaves. In a 
moment Khamron, turning restlessly to look all about him, walked ( 1 2 1 )  up from the same 
direction from which Chaweng had come ( 122). 'Why has he returned ( 1 23), and why does he 
have to use the back way?' were the questions that popped into Chaweng's mind. 

The young man saw Khamron walk ( 124) straight for the building. He paused momentarily 
when he reached the base of the rear stairs, and only after seeing that he was alone, he removed his 
shoes and hid them under a bush. In his stocking feet, he climbed ( 1 25) the stairs. Chaweng's 
thoughts raced ( 1 26) instantly to Jaemnapha. He moved as quickly as he thought. Making ( 127) 
straight for the tree, he took off his shoes and nimbly climbed ( 128) up. In an instant he grasped 
the window sill and hurled ( 129) himself inside. 

Scene 5 

The young occupant of the room, who sat pre-occupied, was startled, but when she saw who it 
was she smiled in greeting. It was the first smile that Chaweng had seen appear on her delicately 
curved lips, but there was too little time to dwell on his happiness at seeing that smile. He made a 
sign to her to be silent and tiptoed ( 1 30) into the closet recess to hide. At that same second there 
was a knock on the door. Jaemnapha turned ( 1 3 1 )  to look at the young man. When she saw 
Chaweng nod she rose and went ( 1 32) to open the door. The person who appeared ( 1 33) was 
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Kharmon, as expected, but what went beyond Chaweng's expectations was the gun in Khamron's 
hand. He made ( 1 34) straight for the young woman and snarled, 

"Don't call out, my pretty little miss. If you let ( 135) out a word, I'll put ( 1 36) a bullet in your 
mouth". 

Jaemnapha stood motionless. She glanced ( 137) for a second toward the closet recess and then 
turned ( 1 3 8) back to stare fixedly at the man who was her husband, although in name only. 

Khamron ordered her, 

"Walk ( 1 39) over the to the window . . .  fast". 

She slowly walked ( 140) to he French window and stopped. She turned ( 1 4 1 )  back coolly. 

This time her face showed not the slightest trace of fear. 

"Climb ( 142) up and jump ( 143)", Khamron ordered in an even voice as if hypnotising her. 

But Jaemnapha didn't move; with both hands she firmly grasped the window frame. Her manner 
angered Khamron, so he raised his voice. "I tell you to jump (144), this minute! If you want an 
easy death, don't disobey me". 

But Jaemnapha remained still. She met the scoundrel's gaze unflinchingly. Enraged, Khamron 
rushed at her, the hand with the gun raised high, ready to send her reeling ( 145) out and down 
with a blow of the weapon instead of just a push of the hand. At that instant a quiet 'click' was 
heard in the room. Chaweng was able to take a picture just in time with the miniature camera he 
always carried. Khamron whirled (146) around. In the same instant Chaweng tossed ( 147) the 
camera to the bed and darted in to grab Khamron's gun-hand. He grasped his opponent and threw 
him down with a judo hold. There was a resounding crunching sound as the form of Khamron 
fell ( 148) to the floor, unconscious. 

Chaweng turned ( 149) toward the young woman. He opened his arms and without hesitation 
Jaemnapha rushed into his warm, firm embrace. 
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Appendix ill Word-by-word gloss 

Abbreviations: C 
P 
PN 
T 

classifier 
particle 
proper name 
title 

Scene 1 

A. Luang Khajat 

3. chaweey maa rUucak khun khamron slasH . . .  
PN come khow T P N  P 

Chaweng, come right in and meet Mr Khamron . . .  

9. SHg phom t8.vcay ca S(1) pay duu ?aakaan phanrayaa 
who I intend P send go look condition wife 
. . .  whom I intend to send to check on your wife's condition. 

16. ca My khaw triamtua pay thfi Man khun . . .  
P have h e  prepare go a t  house you 
. . .  (1) will have him prepare to go to your home . . .  

19. naay khamron nfina?  maa prHksaa phOo . . .  
T PN P come consult father 

This Khamron here came to consult with me . . .  

20. khaw may rUu kO pay chOop phoo rakkhray . . .  
h e  P know P go like enough love 
Unaware of any problem, he went and fell in love (with her) . . .  

23. ca phaa maa yav1)ay 
P lead come how 
How could he bring her in? 

25/26. . . .  ca J01) thaav naataav Mav thaav lUukro1) Mav 
P descend way window some way baluster some 

khoo1) khun 
of you 

. . .  (she climbs), sometimes out the window, sometimes over the railing. 

phoo pay cap pay yilt way . . .  
enough go grab go grasp retain 
As soon as he goes and grabs her . . .  

27. . . .  r601) rfak My khon ch(Jay Jan thUy pay mot 
cry call have person help resound field go all 

. . .  (she) fills the whole area with calls for help. 

30/3 1 .  . . .  ca My k€£ pay raksaa tEe phoo t01)kaan My k€£ pay simp . . .  
P have you go care but father want have you go check 

. . .  (1 don't) want you to go treat her. I want you to go find out. . .  
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32. . . .  con sIa sad? pay YarJnan 
until ruin senses go thus 

. . .  (so terrified) that she's lost her senses that way. 

33 . . . .  ca SOIJ keG khaw pay sankeet kaan 
P send you enter go observe activity 

.. .1 thought I'd send you in there to take a look. 

B. Chaweng 

7. khun phOo mii thunf.? ?aray rim 
T father have work what P 

khrap thiJ.g day 
P to have 

Is there something you called me here to talk about? 

thoorasap rfak phOm maa 
telephone call I come 

2 1 .  . . .  maa haa khun phOo . . . .  
come find T father 

. . .  (he) carne to see you . . .  

22. thammay khaw may phaa Jon maa dQay Ja 
why he P lead she come also P 

How come he didn't bring her in? 

28. Jit:w khun phOo ca son phOm pay raksaa Jon 
then T father P send I go care she 
And you're going to send me to treat her? 

29. pen pay day yannay 
be go get how 
How can that be? 

C. Khamron 

1 1 . cH.[) may day maa thamnaan 
so not get come work 
Is that why you didn't come to work? 

D. Narrator 

1 .  . . .  k§.awthaaw kh§.w pay nay khliinfk . . .  
stride enter go in clinic 

. . .  (he) strode into the clinic . . .  



2. . .. ca khiiw pay khooy laU raan . . .  
P enter go wait back store 

. . .  (whether he) should go wait in the back. . .  

4. . . .  han pay klaaw kEE. . .  
turn g o  say for 

. . .  (he) turned to address (his young guest). 
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5/6. chaweeu daan troU khiiw pay . . .  phroomkap phicaaninaa bUkhalik 
PN walk straight enter go simultaneously consider appearance 

Chaweng walked straight in . . .  at the same time sizing up his 

khooU khantUka khooU bidaa pay dOay 
of guest of father go also 

father's guest. 

8 . . . .If? han pay klaaw kap khamron . . .  
and turn go say with PN 

. . .  and, turning to speak to Khamron . . .  

10. khamron han maa moouduu chawee::g . . .  
PN turn come look at PN 

Khamron turned to look at Chaweng. 

12. chaweeu ?uU pay nitnily .. .  
PN speechless go little 

Chaweng was speechless for a moment... 

1 3/14 . . . .  setsfn pay ]few mua soou saam wan maa nii 
finish go already when two three day come this 

. . .  after completing (the investigation) . . .  only two or three days ago. 

15.  . . .  tbaam too pay 
ask continue 

. . .  (and) went on . . .  (See introduction.) 

17 . . . .  khaw han maa wiiay chaweeu 
he turn come 'way' PN 

. . .  he turned to gesture respectfully to Chaweng . . .  

1 8. mua chaaynWn pleckniia laa klap pay ]few 
when young man strange leave return go already 
When the young stranger had departed, 

chawee::g k6 han khiiw 
PN P turn enter 

Chaweng turned to his father . . .  

baa bidaa . . .  
fmd father 
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24. . . .  ko law toopay . . .  
P tell continue 

. . .  (he) continued . . .  (See introduction.) 

Scene 2 

A. Chaweng 

43. khray ca pay thOO khon baa khaw mlk nay cay . . .  
who P go hold person crazy he think in heart 
Who could be offended by a lunatic, he thought. . .  

44. pham tavcay ca maa ?aasiiyphB.k yuu 
I intend P come reside stay 

I would like to come stay here for a while. 

B. Khamron 

thfi nfi chQakhraa w 
at here interval 

38. . . .  khao hay thaa ?ook maa khuy kan khavnook . . .  
request have she leave come speak with outside 

. . .  (and that) I would like her to come out and speak with us . . .  

45. . . .phii ca phaa thaa pay pMkphoon 
older sibling P lead you go rest 

. . .  1'11 take you to get some rest. 

52/53 . . . .  thaa cern k�:Jt khJa1) doot tHk 101) pay 
if PN happen delirious jump building descend go 

.. .if Jaem should become delirious and jump out a window, 

pham ca 1aay ph100y yEt: pay dQay 
I P so follow bad go also 

why, I'll be in a terrible fix. 

54. pham khaay khit ca yaay hOI) thaa pay yuu 
I ever think P move room she go stay 

I've considered moving her to a room downstairs . . .  

55. yfI) toon nii khun mao maa yuu dQay . . .  
especially period this T doctor come stay also 
Even more now that you've come to stay here . . .  

C. Narrator 

khavJaav . .  · 

below 

34. chaweeI) hfw krapiiw daanthaaI) bay 16k16k pay thiH) thfi nan . . .  
PN carry bag travel C small go reach at  that 

Chaweng, carrying a small travelling bag, reached (the house) . . .  
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35. . . .  thuuk nam pay ph6p caawkhoon Man 
P lead go meet owner house 

. . .  (he) was taken to meet the owner. 

36/37. khtfw hay saawcMy pay chaan phanrayaa ?ook maa . . .  
h e  have maid go invite wife exit come 
He sent the maid to call his wife . . .  

39 . . . .1e? thooy ?ook dtak bOn pay 
and withdraw exit from room go 

. . .  and (she) backed out of the room. 

40 . . . .1e? samnuan thfi san khwaam pay thiH.J lon 
and expression which order message go to she 

. . .  and the words of the message he sent to her. 

41 .  khtfw han maa thaan chaween 1£? klaaw waa . . .  
he turn come way PN and speak say 

Turning in Chaweng's direction, he said . . .  

42. chawen hen khwaamkliat klua chaay ?ook maa . . .  
PN see hate fear shine exit come 

Chaweng saw hate and fear gleaming (from those eyes) . . .  

46. khtfw tron khaw pay thfi kaw?ii phanrayaa . . .  
he straight enter go at  chair wife 
He went straight to his wife's chair . . .  

47. . . .  1e? win ?ook dtak bOn pay 
and run exit from room go 

. . .  and (she) ran out of the room. 

48. khamron daan taam pay thiH.J pratuu 
PN walk follow go reach door 

Khamron followed her to the door. 

49. khtfw chan60k naa ?ook pay . . .  
h e  lean face exit go 

He leaned his head out . . .  

50. . . .1fEw daan klap khaw maa 
then walk return enter come 

. . .  then (he) returned. 

5 1 .  . . .  klaaw toopay 
speak continue 

. . .  to continue, (See introduction.) 
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56. . . .naa sia pay I6knooy 
face break go little 

. . .  (he) lost his composure for a moment. 

57 . . . .  k1aaw toopay . . .  
speak continue 

. . .  (he) continued . . .  (See introduction.) 

Scene 3 

A. Khamron 

64. khun moo ca pay nay haaI) khrap wan nfi 
T doctor P go where some P day this 

Where do you plan to go today, Doctor? 

65. set th6ra? IiEw ph6m ca wi? maa rap 
finish work already I P stop come receive 
When rve fmished with my errands, I'll stop by and pick you up. 

B. Luang Khajat 

67. pen I)ay chaweeI) day riiaI) ?aray maa haaI) Ia? 
be how PN get story what come some P 

How's it going Chaweng; what have you come up with? 

72. .. .sia sati? pay . . .  
ruin senses go 

. .  .lose (her) senses . . .  

73 . . . . tham y81)I)an toopay 
make how continue 

. . .  what do we do next? (See introduction.) 

C. Chaweng 

68/69 . . . .  ca81) phOm pay rciksaa mia kt'£ rim phBa pay khooy pen phayaan . . . 
hire I go treat wife he or for go wait be witness 

. . .  hired me to treat his wife or to be a witness (to his innocence). 

may waa pham ca pay sakit thaam khon 
P say I P go question ask person 

It doesn't matter which one I try to talk to, they all 

thaa milan kap pay tham paak tok haay 
attitude same with go make mouth fall lose 
act like they've forgotten how to talk. 

nay khfiw man tham 
which enter it make 



75. . . .16tioot khaw pay . . .  

sneak enter go 
. . .  (1 want) to slip into (that house) . . .  
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76. naay khamron khaw ca maa rap pham . . .  

T PN he P come receive I 

Khamron is going to pick me up . . .  

77. thaa khaw maa Hon pham klap .. .  
if he come before I return 

If he comes before I get back . . .  

78. pham bOok khaw waa ca pay duu nilIJ 
I tell he say P go look film 

I told him I was going to a movie. 

D. Narrator 

58 . . . .  conkwaa khonchay ca nam tl1l1ay rim caan maa pllan . . .  
until servant P bring cup P plate come change 

. . .  until the servants had brought her a new cup or plate. 

59. wan too maa . . .  
day continue come 
The next day . . .  

60. khaw chuan chaweerJ 'look pay duay . . .  
he invite PN exit go also 
He invited Chaweng to go along . . .  

61.  . . . khaw k6 klap rJ6t may pay 
he P return put off P go 

. . .  he reversed himself and put off going . . .  

62. . . .  kO day 'look ci1ak Man pay duaykan 
P get exit from house go together 

. . .  (they) left the house together. 

63. khana'lthfi n§1) pay nay r6t . . .  
while sit go in vehicle 
While they were riding in (Khamron's) car . . .  

66 . . . . thilam toopay 
ask continue 

. . .  (Khamron) continued . . .  (See introduction.) 

74 . . . .  klaaw toopay . . .  
speak continue 

. . .  (Chaweng) continued . . .  (See introduction.) 
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Scene 4 

A. Chaweng 

96 . . . .  thammay pham CtllJ ton ?i:£p maa ph6p khun . . .  
why I so must hide come meet you 

. . .  why would I have to sneak in to meet yo u . . .  

97. pham ?usaa mut rna Ian Man khaw maa . . .  
I exert crawl fence back house enter come 

I took the trouble of slipping in through the back fence . . .  

1 13. . . .Ii? nE khun Ion maa khon diaw rim khrap 
and this you descend come person one P P 

. . .  here now, did you come down here alone? 

1 1 8 .  khray maa hen raw yuu duaykan . . .  
anyone come see we stay together 
If anyone should come along and see us together . . .  

B. Jaemnapha 

90. yaa maa looklua.g dicMn 
don't come deceive I 
Don't lie to me! 

9 1 .  . . . khaw cMy khun maa khaa dichan 
he use you come kill I 

. . .  he brought you here to kill me. 

92. . . .khutkhuy khiin maa soopsiian 
dig up ascend come investigate 

. . .  (will be) brought out and investigated. 

99. khaw ?aw mEt . . .  khaw pay khuu khun phOo 
he take knife enter go threaten T father 
He took a knife . . .  and went in to threaten my father. 

100. khaw khlan maa set laay kha 
he write come finish P P 

He had written it all out ' "  

101 .  . . . dichan ca nIi taam khaw pay hay khaaynaa than 
I P flee follow he go have disgrace he 

. . .  (that) I would run away with Khamron and disgrace him. 

102. . . .suan tua than ?een ca pay ?aasay 
part body he himself P go reside 

. . .  (and that) as for himself, he would go to live . . .  



103. than pay tittoo way rfaprooy Ii£w 
he go contact retain complete already 
He had it all prearranged. 
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104. . . .  thiiH ?ookaat khan pay khuukhen khun pbOo . . .  
carry chance ascend go threaten T father 

. . .  (he) took the opportunity to go up and threaten him . . .  

105/106. . . .  khEck thii maa chUay naan k8 Ion maa yuu kh§.vIaan 
guest which come help work P descend come stay below 

. . .  the guests who had come to participate gathered downstairs. 

107/108. khun pbOo khiin pay ?een Ian khaw k8 thiiH 
T father ascend go lean back he P carry 
My father went upstairs to lie down and 

?ookaat taam khan pay 
opportunity follow ascend go 
Khamron followed. 

109 . . . .  phoo khaw ?aw miit maa coo thawnan 
when he take knife come touch only 

. . .  as soon as Khamron only just touched (him) with the knife . . .  

1 10. . . .  phIoo khaw pay nay bOn . . .  
rush enter go in room 

. . .  (1) rushed into the room .. .  

1 1 1 . . . . penIom sin saO? pay 
faint terminate senses go 

. . .  (1) fainted dead away. 

1 12. . .. phoo ?aw sop khun PbOO pay wat . . .  
when take body T father go temple 

. . .  by the time we had taken father's body to the temple . . .  

C. Narrator 

79/80. chaween khaw maa ymm ?kp yuu nay siian Ian Man 
PN enter come stand hide stay in garden back house 

Chaweng was able to get into his hiding place in the garden 

kh50n naay khamron day dooy wfthii mut rua khaw maa 
of T PN get by method crawl fence enter come 
behind Khamron's home by slipping through the fence. 

8 1 .  khaw IIaw moon pay r8opr8op tua . . .  
h e  tum look go about body 
He turned to look all around him . . .  
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82. . . .  nay ?an thii ca ft£I] tua khaw pay hay thiirJ tiJk .. .  
in thing which P conceal body enter go have reach building 

.. .it would conceal (his) approach to the mansion . . .  

83. . . .Je? nlaw tua khaw pay khagnay 
and pull body enter go inside 

. . .  and pull himself inside . . .  

84. ];ft1o? khaw pay kJay ?Jik nftdiaw 
creep enter go close more little 
He crept up a bit closer. 

85 . . . . sen pham yaaw dam saluay khOoI) JOn 
strand hair long dark neat of she 

. . .  her long beautiful hair 

hOy 10I) maa con thilI) tilk . . .  
hang descend come until reach lap 
fell to her lap . . .  

86 . . . .  milan k60n m€e.k sJidam thii khiHan khaw maa bOtb8IJ dU8I)Can 
same heap cloud black which move enter come hide moon 

. .  . like a black cloud that covers the moon, hiding it from sight. 

87 . .. . chaaynlIm kaawthaaw khaw pay ldaw Ian 
young man stride enter go close she 

. . .  the young man strode closer to her. 

88 . . .. du8IJtaa tempay duay n8am say 
eye filled with water clear 

. . .  eyes filled with tears. (See introduction.) 

89 . . . .  phUut dQay sI8IJ ... tempay dQay khwaamthiiHdii 
speak with voice. . .  filled with conceit 

. . .  (and she) answered . . .  haughtily. (See introduction.) 

93 . .. .  tham hay cmmaphaa nil) I)an pay 
make have PN pause speechless go 

. .  .left Jaemnapha speechless. 

94. khaw cap moo ylI)Saaw maa kum way . . .  
he grasp hand young woman come hold retain 
He took the young woman's hand . . .  

95 . .. . ldaaw toopay ... 
speak continue 

. . .  (he) continued.. .  (See introduction.) 

98. Ian khayap khaw maa kl§.y chaaynlIm nitdiaw 
she move enter come close young man little 
She moved a bit closer to the young man . . .  
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1 14. chaweeg mik kMn maa day waa . . .  
PN think ascend come get say 
It occurred to Chaweng that . . .  

1 15.  . . .niH choon sam thaat gan 'look maa 1aag . . . 
gather spoon fork tray silver exit come wash 

. . .  gathering up the silverware and washing (it) . . .  

1 16 . . .. yuu kJay JXly thaau daan khwaa khoog tua tiJk 
stay far go way side right of body building 

. . .  (it) was far off on the right side of the building. 

1 17 .  hiiakhft khoog chaaynUm 1m kJay pay thiiu waa . . .  
thought of young man run far go reach say 
The young man came to the realisation that . . .  

1 19. lon han lag kJap daan trog pay yag tfJk .. .  
she turn back return walk straight go at building 
She turned away and walked (slowly) toward the building . . .  

120 . . . . tham yaayray tOopay ... 
make how continue 

. . .  what to do next...  (see introduction) 

12 1/122 . . .. ko daan ... maa alak thaau diawkap thfi khaw phiian maa 1i£w 
P walk come from way same which he pass come already 

. . .  (Khamron) walked up from the same direction from which Chaweng had come. 

123. naay khamron y60n kJap maa thammay ... pen panhaa thfi 
T PN retrace return come why be problem which 
Why has he returned . . .  were the questions that. 

phut khiin nay samoog khoog chaweeg 
pop up ascend in mind of PN 

popped into Chaweng's mind. 

124. chaaynUm hen khamron daan trog JXly thfi tiJk 
young man see PN walk straight go at building 
The young man saw Khamron walk straight for the building. 

125. khaw daan dQay thaaw si1am thUg khiin banday li.r] Man pay 
he walk with foot wear sock ascend stair back house go 
In his stocking feet, he climbed the back stairs. 

126. aly khOog chaweeg 1m. priiat pay yag cimnaphaa 
heart of PN run quickly go at PN 
Chaweng's thoughts raced instantly to Jaemnapha. 

thanthii 
instantly 

127/128. khaw CH!] trog pay yag tonkrathOm . . .1i'l pHn khiin pay 
he so straight go at evergreen . . .  and climb ascend go 
Making straight for the evergreen . . .  (he) climbed up. 
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129 . . . . lE? wian tua khaw pay kh§J:Jnay 
and hurl body enter go inside 

. . .  and hurled himself inside. 

Scene 5 

A. Khamron 

1 35/1 36. thaa ?aa paak ?ook maa 18. ko liiukpmw man ca wig khaw pay nay paak 
if open mouth exit come P P bullet it P run enter go in mouth 
If (you) let out a word, I'll put a bullet in your mouth. 

1 39. daan pay thfi niiataag rew sii 
walk go at window fast P 
Walk over to the window, fast!  

142/143. piin khun pay lfEw kradoot log pay kh§J:Jliian . . .  
climb ascend go then jump descend go below 
Climb up and jump .. .  

144. chan book hiiy kradoot log pay dIawanfi 
I tell have jump descend go now 
I tell you to jump, this minute! 

B. Narrator 

130. . .. khiiw pay soon yuu thfi sook tau 
enter go hide stay at recess closet 

. . .  (he tiptoed) into the closet recess to hide. 

1 3 1 .  ctmnaphaa han maa moog chaaynum 
PN turn come look young man 

J aemnapha turned to look at the young man. 

1 32. . .. ko IUk khun daan pay p�at pratuu 
P arise ascend walk go open door 

. . .  she rose and went to open the door. 

1 33. phUu thfi phloo khiiw maa khoo khamron . . .  
person who appear enter come be PN 
The person who appeared was Khamron . . .  

1 34. khaw daan rfi khiiw maa haa yIgsaaw .. .  
he walk rush enter come find young woman 
He made straight for the young woman ' "  

137/1 38. Ion chamltJa.g pay thaag sook tau weep ntJg 
she glance go way recess closet flash one 
She glanced for a second toward the closet recess 

lfEw ko klap maa cap cOl) . . .  
then P return come grab stare 
and then turned back to stare fixedly (at her husband) . . .  
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140. yI1)saaw khoykhoy daan pay thii naataa1) bffip fara1)seet . . .  
young woman slowly walk go at  window kind French 
The young woman slowly walked to the French window . . .  

141.  bHan naa k1ap maa yaa1) yHakyen 
turn face return come kind cool 
She turned back cooly. 

145 . . .. phr6om thii ca krathEek Ian hay 101) pay ooa1) 1aa1) . . .  
ready which P strike she have descend go side below 

. . .  ready to send her reeling out and down (with a blow) . . .  

146. khamron lIaw khwap maa 
PN turn spin come 

Khamron whirled around. 

147 . . . .  chawee1) wia1) k101) pay thfi tia1) . . .  
PN toss camera go at bed 

.. .  Chaweng tossed the camera to the bed . . .  

148 . . . .  kS 101) pay noon sa10psalay yuu kap phmm h01) 
P descend go sleep pass out be with floor room 

. . .  fell to the floor, unconcious. 

149. chawee1) han pay baa yI1)saaw 
PN turn go find young woman 
Chaweng turned toward the young woman. 
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